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Chapter 1: Introduction         
!

1.1 Motivation & Scope 
!

Recent environmental regulations regarding SOx emissions place a stringent requirement 

on commercial sulfur recovery technologies [1]. With the maximum allowable SOx 

concentration subsiding below 500 mg/m3, conventional sulfur recovery units utilizing 

the Claus technology coupled with a secondary recovery technology fails to meet such a 

requirement [2].   

Currently a handful of proven technologies are available capable of achieving the 

targeted emission limit. Those technologies can be categorized under regenerable 

solvent-based approaches, wet gas scrubbing based approaches and adsorption based 

approaches.  The first two approaches involve the use of a solvent, which chemically 

binds to acid gas reagents (H2S and SO2). Capital costs contribution of both approaches 

coupled with secondary recovery can amount to 29-47 % of the total Sulfur Recovery 

Unit (SRU) cost [2]. Considering the additional operational costs and floor foot print 

costs, seeking other plausible solutions becomes a necessity.  

Adsorption processes on the other hand are known for their high selectivity towards ppm 

level of contaminants species while retaining decent capacities [3]. The major challenge 

for application of adsorption-based processes in Claus tail gas clean up is the existence of 

many competing species at concentrations levels higher than the desired contaminant by 

orders of magnitude [4].  Currently, the Mobil Oil SOx Treatment process (MOST) is the 

only commercially applied adsorption process for Claus tail gas clean up.  This process 

utilizes an expensive rare earth metal based sorbent for the selective removal of SOx 
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species [5].  Luckily, during the past couple of decades major advancements have been 

accomplished as in the discovery of new functionalized materials such as carbon nano 

tubes with interesting adsorption behavior [6], modification of available adsorbing 

materials through novel synthesis routes as in the example of mixed metal oxides [7, 8], 

and re-employment of known materials towards adsorption applications as in metal 

exchanged zeolites [9, 10].  Relative prices of those materials render them promising 

alternatives to current sorbents.   

A priori screening of those materials from a practical and economical perspective will 

allow efficient utilization of research resources in a limited number of materials that 

possess promising practical value.  In that context, the premise of this thesis is to develop 

computational tools that provide an optimized industrially applicable adsorption system 

given the limited available literature data. Such tools will provide the sought screening of 

the reported materials and identify those of industrial value for sulfur recovery 

applications. Since the application scope is focused on sulfur recovery, I also propose 

exploring the viability of an adsorption based process on the final clean up of Claus tail 

gas from a process simulation perspective. In summary, the objectives pursued are as 

follows: 

1) To propose and design an adsorbent based process that utilizes resources available 

within the sulfur recovery unit. 

2) To investigate the impact of integrating an adsorbent based technology to an SRU 

via process simulation. 

3) To provide an efficient framework for the fast design and optimization of 

adsorbent-based technologies as new experimental results emerges. 
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4) To verify the adequacy of the framework via conducting kinetic simulations of the 

adsorption process. 

Due to the limited available pressure in a Claus unit (1-2 bar), exclusion of pressure 

swing processes seems viable. Hence, the scope of the thesis is limited to Temperature 

Swing Adsorption (TSA) systems.   

The proposed screening algorithm herein is novel in the way it bypasses the complex 

nature of the adsorption problem. The complexity of optimizing adsorption systems lies 

in the necessary coupling between simultaneous solution of sets of Partial Differential 

Equations (PDEs) and the optimization algorithm [11]. In the reported literature, this 

problem was approached through three different methods: the black box method, the 

equation-oriented method and the simultaneous tailoring method [12]. In the black box 

method, the optimizer and the simulator work as separate entities. The optimizer specify 

the design variables to the simulator, which in turn conducts the simulation and returns 

back values of the objective function and the relevant constraints. The computational 

expense of this approach renders it applicable only to small-scale optimization problems 

[12].    

The second approach utilizes discretization techniques such as finite differences, 

or orthogonal collocations to reduce the PDEs into sets of algebraic equations or 

differential equations, which are combined with the optimization problem and solved 

simultaneously [13-17].  Moreover, the boundary conditions are incorporated as 

constraints within the optimization problem framework. This made it possible to consider 

a larger range of design variables. Still, the computational expense of such an approach is 

also high, for instance Sankararao et al. considered multi-objective functions optimization 
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of a Pressure Swing Adsorption (PSA) system and reported a computational time of 720 

hrs using a Pentium 4 2.99 GHz CPU [18]. Furthermore, the equation-oriented approach 

is limited to simple models due to the numerical instabilities that arise from modeling 

steep front profiles [12].  

The simultaneous tailoring approach incorporates part of the simulation problem 

into the optimization framework while performing the bed simulations separately [12]. 

This approach allows more complicated bed models to be employed. However, the 

computational expense of this approach is still high; for instance, a single objective 

function optimization of a PSA system considering 7 design variables took 122 hours on 

a 2.4 GHz CPU machine for complete convergence [12]. Regardless of the approach 

employed the computational expense of conducting optimization and simulation of 

adsorption systems seems to be a major hurdle in considering comprehensive 

optimization problems.    

The algorithm proposed herein decouples them by employing a hierarchical approach that 

attacks the optimization problem at a simplified level of model complexity utilizing 

analytical solutions obtained from equilibrium adsorption theory [19] and neglecting 

effects of mass transfer during the optimization process.  By use of equilibrium 

adsorption theory, a reference optimum point is obtained which is then utilized to limit in 

its vicinity the search region explored for further optimization by incorporating mass 

transfer.  The computationally expensive kinetic models can now be used with ease since 

the exploration range is greatly reduced. This approach is advantageous since it greatly 

expands the number and range of possible variables or objective functions that can be 

included into the optimization problem. Moreover, financially relevant objective 
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functions such as the net present value of the project can now be considered.   

Furthermore, multi-start based optimization methods can be employed since all the 

equations considered in the optimization step are analytical. To our knowledge, bringing 

this approach to the design of adsorption systems is novel. Considering the wealth of 

sorbent literature, bypassing the computational expense hurdle through the proposed 

decoupling will allow fast comprehensive screening of reported materials. 

1.2  Project Approach  
!

The proposed design algorithm of the project is comprised of three levels.  In Level I, 

back of the envelope calculations are conducted on a selected adsorbent to estimate the 

required masses of adsorbents, vessel sizes, and regeneration requirements based on 

experimentally determined adsorbent properties employing equilibrium theory-based 

analytical solutions. Since such calculations do not involve computationally expensive 

simulations, cost optimization can be easily conducted to determine the optimum 

operating conditions using appropriate optimization algorithms. 

In Level II, the previously determined operating conditions are tested using kinetic 

simulations of the adsorbent beds in order to determine the adequacy of the design specs 

under mass transfer effects. An adequate design set is the one on which the contaminant 

do not breakthrough the bed prior to the set chosen breakthrough time determined in level 

I.  If the design specs failed to pass the simulation test, a set of design specs that passes 

the simulation test will be sought while being in the close vicinity from the optimum set 

found in Level I. The decision of closeness is left to the judgment of the designer.   
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In Level III, the impact of integrating the adsorbent-based technology to the SRU is 

studied via process simulation. The simulation aims to determine if the proposed 

technology achieves the targeted SOx emission levels. Finally, the overall costs of the 

proposed technology are compared to available technologies. If the proposed method fails 

to achieve the required emission levels or does not compete economically with proposed 

technologies another adsorbent is investigated and the work comprised by the three levels 

is repeated.  Figure 1 depicts the iterative sequence.  

 

!

1.3 Thesis Breakdown 
!
In the following chapter I present a survey of the commercialized sulfur recovery 

technologies that are proven to meet the SOx limit. I then present the proposed 

technology integration into the sulfur recovery unit and contrast it to the commercialized 

Figure 1.1/P-6 Schematic of proposed algorithm. 
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technologies while highlighting the possible benefits. In chapter 3, I present the proposed 

design algorithm of Level I.  Then, I discuss some of the plausible optimization 

algorithms and select the most appropriate considering the nature of the design problem.    

Chapter 4 presents a literature survey of the temperature swing adsorption problem 

considering both numerical and analytical solutions while incorporating mass transfer 

effects. I select a simulation approach, which provides a compromise between lowering 

the computational expense of the simulation while retaining enough complexity of the 

problem hence not losing its practical value.  In chapter 5 I present two practical case 

studies using real plant data and reported literature of sorbent characteristics. Finally, the 

conclusions are presented with the suggested future work.  

Nomenclature: 

+,-! ! +./0.1!,234#215!-6"7!

89+:! ! Mobil Oil SOx Treatment 
:+;! ! :2<=21>7.12!+?"6@!;AB41=7"46!

CDE! ! C>17">/!D"0021267">/!EF.>7"46B!

C+;! ! C12BB.12!+?"6@!;AB41=7"46!
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Chapter 2: Claus Tail Gas Clean-up Processes     
!

2.1 Introduction 
!

Since it’s first disclosure in 1883, the Claus process became the industry standard for 

removal of sulfur species from acid gas streams via recovery of sulfur [20]. Early 

commercial application of the Claus technology was driven by the economical value of 

the obtained sulfur due to its high purity [21].  For that purpose, the conventional Claus 

unit achievable sulfur recovery of 97% was more than adequate [21]. The driving force 

for higher recoveries was primarily due to environmental control issues. Current 

regulations requires from industries to seek recoveries higher than 99.9% [1]. Reaction 

equilibrium considerations impede the conventional Claus process from achieving such a 

high recovery [21].  The current industry practice is to supplement the Claus process with 

an extra unit for the purpose of final clean up. This unit is commonly given the term Tail 

Gas Clean up Unit (TGCU). This chapter presents a brief background on the general 

Claus process scheme and the relevant reactions.  Then, I present a review of 

commercialized TGCU technologies capable of achieving recoveries in excess of 99.9%.  

Finally, I describe the proposed Temperature Swing Adsorption (TSA) unit location, 

utility requirements, and expected economical advantages. 

2.2 The Claus Process 
2.2.1 Process Description of the Claus Technology 
!

As shown in Figure 2.1 [22], the Claus process consists of two reaction stages; the 

thermal stage and the catalytic stage. In the thermal stage, 1/3 of the inlet H2S stream is 

combusted with sufficient oxygen to produce SO2. In most commercial applications 

ambient air is used for that purpose, however in cases where footprint area is limited or 
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where capacity increases in existing plants is sought it is more economical to use 

oxidation gas with higher concentration of oxygen [23, 24]. In conventional Claus units it 

is critical to maintain a ratio of 2:1 between H2S and SO2 as it greatly determines the final 

sulfur recovery [25]. Exhaust gasses from the combustion stage are usually at 

temperatures within the range 930-1200oC. At such temperatures the endothermic 

formation of the sulfur species S2 is favored. This stage is responsible for achieving 67% 

conversion to sulfur. Figure 2.2 summarizes the main reactions that exist within the Claus 

unit [21, 26]. In addition to H2S combustion and sulfur formation, the Claus furnace is 

also responsible for the destruction of catalyst detrimental contaminants such as NH3 and 

BTEX (Benzene, Toluene and Ethylbenzene, and Xylenes) and the formation of 

undesired products such as CO, COS, and CS2 [21]. The latter two may contribute up to 

50% of sulfur recovery losses, and hence are usually destroyed by hydrolysis reactions 

during the catalytic stage [27].   

 

 Figure 2.1/P-9 Schematic of conventional Claus process [22]. 
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Following the furnace, a waste heat boiler is added to recover the excess heat from the 

furnace effluent in the form of high-pressure super heated steam. Effluent gas stream is 

introduced to a sulfur condenser to liquefy the sulfur from the gas phase before 

introducing the gas to the catalytic stage. The catalytic stage is comprised of a series of 

gas reheaters, catalytic reactors and sulfur condensers.  In each stage, effluent gas is re-

heated to a specific temperature and introduced into a catalytic reactor utilizing activated 

!-alumina as the catalyst with the exception of the first reactor which also contains a TiO2 

catalyst for the purpose of COS and CS2 destruction. Although !-alumina can catalyze the 

conversion of COS and CS2, TiO2 exhibits higher activity due to its ability in promoting 

CS2 and COS reaction with SO2 [28]. The sulfur formation reaction produces S8 as the 

product while releasing heat. Due to its exothermic nature the reaction equilibrium is 

Figure 2.2/P-10 Major Reactions in Modified Claus Process [21,26]. 
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favored at lower temperatures. However, fast catalyst deactivation due to sulfur 

deposition prevents lowering the gas temperature beyond the sulfur dew point [21] 

Catalytic converters are operated in adiabatic conditions at the temperatures shown in 

Figure 2.3 [26]. Effluents from the catalytic stage are sent for further processing in the 

TGCU.  

 

 

A conventional Claus process usually operates using two or three catalytic stages with 

inter-stage removal of sulfur. Further enhancement of the sulfur recovery by addition of 

extra stages is hindered by the existence of high water content in the gas stream. Removal 

of water via inter-stage condensation proved to be uneconomical due to the corrosive 

nature of the resulting aqueous phase [21]. The possibility of in situ removal of water 

during the catalytic reaction via adsorption was explored by Elsner et al. [29].  Their 

results proved the possibility of achieving complete conversion towards sulfur. Although, 
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Figure 2.3/P-11 Practical achievable recoveries for the Claus Process [26]. 
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this was reported in 2003, until this date (2012), commercial exploitation of this idea has 

not been realized.   

2.2.2 Process Modeling of the Claus Technology 
!

Process modeling of conventional Claus units is usually done assuming attainment of 

equilibrium conversions. The method of choice for equilibrium modeling both in the 

thermal stage and the catalytic stage is the Gibbs minimization technique [21]. In many 

industrial cases attainment of equilibrium conversions in the thermal stage is kinetically 

hindered. For such purpose Sames and Paskall presented a set of empirical correlations 

for the purpose of determining effluent gas composition [30]. Nowadays, a handful of 

commercial simulators exist on the market for the purpose of modeling the sulfur 

recovery unit, e.g. Sulsim by Sulphur Experts and Promax by Bryan research.  In chapter 

5, I present the results of a process simulation done on actual sulfur recovery plant data 

using Promax. The coming section presents a review of commercial TGCU processes.  

2.3 Tail Gas Clean-up Processes 
!

Commercial tail gas clean up approaches capable of achieving +99.9% recovery can be 

classified into three categories: regenerative absorption processes, non-regenerative 

processes, and adsorption processes.  This section presents a description of those 

approaches, followed by a comparative study involving economical parameters and other 

relevant parameters such as environmental impact and flexibility in operation. 

2.3.1 Regenerative absorption approaches 
!

In this approach sulfur species are recovered from the gas phase by selective absorption 

into an amine-based solvent, which is regenerated to recover the absorbed species. Those 

species are recycled back to the Claus furnace.  Figure 2.4 presents a schematic of the 
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Shell Claus Off Tail gas (SCOT) process, an example of regenerative-solvent based 

process [31].   

 

 

Claus tail gas is first mixed with a hydrogen stream in order to hydrogenate or hydrolyze 

all sulfur species to H2S. The mixed gas is introduced into a catalytic bed containing a 

hydrogenation catalyst. The catalyst typically used is cobalt-molybdenum supported on !-

alumina at a temperature in the range of 300-400oC [21]. Reactions involved in the 

reducing step are shown in Figure 2.5 [21]. Effluent of the hydrogenation bed is 

introduced into a water-scrubbing column in order to cool down the stream and perform 

bulk scrubbing of H2S from the gas. Collected sour water at the bottom of the column is 

sent to a separate unit in order to recover the used water. Outlet gas from the water 

scrubber is introduced into an amine contact column for final clean up of sulfur species.  

Depending on the technology employed, different solvents can be used to attain selective 

reactor 

Figure 2.4/P-13 Schematic of the SCOT process [31]. 
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removal of H2S while assuring CO2 rejection. Clean gas leaves the column at a practical 

H2S concentration of 1-10 ppm [21]. Such a low concentration of H2S in the gas does not 

require incineration according to many jurisdictions [21], hence eliminating the need for 

a final incinerator.  The solvent on the other hand is thermally regenerated to recover the 

absorbed H2S in a gaseous form and then recycled back to the amine contactor. Outlet gas 

from the regenerator is recycled back to the inlet of the Claus furnace.  

 

 

Examples of commercial processes that follow the regenerative approach are: The 

SCOT® process licensed by Shell Petroleum [32], Exxon Flexsorb SE plus licensed by 

Exxon-Mobil [33], Resulf process licensed by TPA inc. [21], BSR/MDEA licensed by 

WorlyParsons [34] .  

The major advantages are gained from employment of the regenerative based approaches 

lies in its ability to maintain the targeted sulfur recovery (+99.9%) while being capable of 

Figure 2.5/P-14 Major Reactions in the hydrogenation step of the SCOT process. 
[21] 
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withstanding process fluctuations. However, these approaches result in an increase of 80-

100% in the Sulfur Recovery Unit (SRU) capital cost while ensuing additional operating 

costs (i.e. not including the conventional Claus unit operating cost) in the range of 

20$/MTS (Metric Ton of Sulfur)[2]. Moreover, these processes necessitate in-house 

generation of hydrogen gas, which requires erection of a steam-reforming unit.  Plant 

footprint area is also increased dramatically to around 150% of the original SRU area [2].   

Considering the extreme volatility of the sulfur price in the market (e.g. Sulfur price in 

the period of 2010-2011 varied between 100-250 $/MTS[35]), chances of sustaining a 

profitable standpoint over time are compromised.  

2.3.2 Non-regenerative based approaches 
!

Non-regenerative approaches employ a solution or slurry enriched with a component that 

can chemically binds SOx species. These technologies find wide application in SOx 

removal from various types of flue gases [21]. One of the commercial application of 

these technologies in the sulfur recovery field is the SuperClaus/DyneWave technology 

licensed by Jacobs Comprimo and MERCS global [2, 36]. 

The DyneWave ® technology is depicted in Figure 2.6 [2]. Claus tail gas is first mixed 

with a stream of air and passed through a SuperClaus bed for partial oxidation of H2S to 

elemental sulfur using an iron-based catalyst and complete oxidation of other sulfur 

containing species to SOx. The outlet stream is passed through a sulfur condenser for 

elemental sulfur removal.  The effluent gas is passed through a DyneWave reverse jet 

based technology employing an aqueous solution of sodium hydroxide. Utilization of a 

reverse jet based technology is claimed to enhance rate of mass transfer from the gas 

phase to the aqueous phase by producing a highly turbulent froth. Moreover, the licensor 
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claims that employment of the reverse jet technology allows 5 to 7 times enhancement in 

processing capacity as compared to the flooding limited conventional scrubbing column 

[36]. SOx species react with NaOH forming sulfur based sodium salts.  To prevent 

accumulation of salts within the solution, a purge stream is drawn from the system 

continuously. Moreover, a make up stream of fresh NaOH solution is also introduced to 

maintain a fixed concentration of NaOH. 

 

 

Employment of the SuperClaus/DyneWave technology leads to major reductions in plant 

footprint amounting to almost 60% compared to SCOT based technology as claimed by 

Scheel et al. [2]. Additionally, the technology is claimed to be highly robust against 

process setbacks. However, the continuous need for NaOH make up imposes significant 

additional operating costs. Moreover, a typical plant producing 400 metric tons of sulfur 

Figure 2.6/P-16 Schematic of the DyneWave reverse jet technology [2]. 
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per day achieving 99.9% recovery will also produce 2-6 tons of sodium sulfate salts 

every day. Unless a demanding market exists for those salts, the financial burden of 

managing such waste may relinquish any chances for a profitable standpoint of the SRU 

project. 

2.3.3 Adsorption based processes 
!

Utilization of adsorption-based processes for Claus tail gas clean up didn’t find wide 

application as confirmed by the presence of only two commercialized technologies in the 

SRU market. Those technologies are AMOCO’s Extremely Low Sulfur Emission (ELSE) 

process [37] and the Mobil Oil SOx treatment process (MOST) [38, 39]. Both 

technologies employ similar process set up as depicted in Figure 2.7. 

 

 

The ELSE technology utilizes a ZnO sorbent to remove remnant sulfur species from the 

Claus tail gas. Two vessels containing ZnO sorbent are operated cyclically i.e. one vessel 

Figure 2.7/P-17 Schematic of the ELSE and MOST technologies. 
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undergoing adsorption while the other undergoing regeneration. During the adsorption 

step ZnO reacts with sulfur species to form ZnS The sorbent is regenerated via oxidation 

using a dilute air stream at a temperature of 600oC, which is rerouted back to the Claus 

process [37]. According to Kohl et al. as of 1996 the ELSE technology didn’t find any 

commercial application [21].  

The MOST process on the other hand involve complete oxidation of all sulfur species to 

SOx and subsequent adsorption on a solid sorbent at 650oC [39]. Figure 2.8 presents the 

reactions involved in the process [39]. Regeneration of the sorbent is done by introducing 

a reducing gas of H2 to revert the sorbent to its oxide form. The study conducted by Stern 

et al. identified a promoted Mg2Al2O5 with cerium and vanadium to possess the highest 

capacity towards SOx adsorption (> 50 wt%) based on breakthrough studies utilizing a 

gas containing 1% SO2, 4% O2, 10% H2O, and balance nitrogen [39]. No study has been 

conducted to assess the sorbent resistance towards CO. 

 Both technologies suffer from a number of deficiencies. Firstly, both technologies 

require high temperatures during either regeneration or adsorption steps in excess of 

600oC. Such a high temperature in this sour service forces employment of stainless steel 

based alloys hence considerably raising the capital cost of the vessels and its associated 

pipe networks [40]. Cost of sorbent is also quite high considering utilization of rare 

metals as in the MOST process. For the ELSE process the ZnO sorbent cost around 7.2 

$/kg [41]. For a competing sorbent, prices lower than 7 $/kg has to be sought.  
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!

2.4 Comparing the competing technologies 
!

The technological concepts discussed thus far are the only commercialized concepts 

capable of achieving +99.9% sulfur recovery (<50 ppm of SOx in flue gas). Regenerative 

based approaches have by far the widest application in the world as compared to the other 

technologies. Non-regenerative based processes have only been implemented recently 

with the erection of 7 units as indicated by [36]. As for adsorption approaches, Table 2.1 

presents a comparison between the various technologies’ pros and cons. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.8/P-19 Reactions involved in the adsorption and regeneration of the 
MOST technology adsorbent  [39]. 
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Category Regenerative 
Solution 

Non-regenerative Adsorption 

Robustness Higha Highb Design 
dependent 

Environmental Impact Low  High due to waste  Low 
Floor Foot print (% of SRU) 50-70 %b 20-30%b <10%c  
Capital cost (% of SRU) 40-50%b 30%b <10%c 
Operating cost ($/ton of 
sulfur) 

~20b ~20b < 1c 

a: From ref [21] 
b: From ref  [2] 
c: Value obtained for CuX presented in Chapter 5. Also sorbent dependent.   
 

 

Based on the comparison presented in Table 2.1, I argue that a commercially competing 

technology should have the following merits: Firstly the technology should be of a 

regenerable nature since any side products would place an operating cost burden on the 

project rendering it unfeasible from an economical stand point. Secondly, the technology 

should have a small footprint thus allowing economical implementation on space limited 

places or where cost of land have a major contribution to the cost stand point of the 

project. Moreover, the technology should be able of withstanding process upsets without 

compromising low SOx emission levels. Also, the regeneration step should preferably not 

involve utilization of gasses produced outside the fence of the SRU. Last but not least, 

the technology employed should be of low overall costs (costs comprising capital and 

operational cost) as compared to other technologies.    

Arguably, adsorption based processes can encompass all those criteria provided that a 

proper adsorbent is implemented which has high capacities and high selectivity towards 

sour gas species, is easily regenerable with air at relatively low temperatures to allow 

usage of carbon steel alloys, retains its capacity even after thousands of regeneration 

Table 2.1/P-20 Comparison of TGCU technologies. 
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cycles, and is relatively cheap. Quantification of those qualitative guidelines will be 

discussed in chapter 5.  

2.5 Integration of the TSA unit into the SRU matrix 
!

The proposed process scheme of the TSA unit follows that of the ELSE process. I 

propose the TSA feed to be the effluent gas of a secondary recovery process such as a 

SuperClaus reactor. Two sets of vessels comprising the TSA system are operated 

cyclically i.e. one set undergoes adsorption while the other undergoes regeneration as 

depicted in Figure 2.7.  Effluents of the vessels undergoing adsorption are sent to the 

incinerator or vented depending on the operator preference.   A slipstream from the air 

used in the Claus furnace is exploited in regeneration. The air is compressed to the 

pressure needed for delivering the required flow of regeneration gas. Following, the air is 

further heated to the experimentally determined regeneration temperature using 

appropriate heating methods then passed through the vessels undergoing regeneration. 

Outlet gas from the regeneration step is recycled back to the Claus furnace. After 

completion of the regeneration cycle, outlet air form the compressor step is used directly 

for the purpose of cooling the vessel back to the adsorption temperature. Once the vessel 

reached the normal operating temperature, control valve positions are switched to 

introduce the feed gas to the regenerated beds while introducing the regeneration gas to 

the exhausted beds.  Figure 2.9 presents a schematic of the proposed adsorption unit 

integration within the SRU.  
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Nomenclature: 

TGCU  Tail Gas Cleaning up Unit 

TSA  Temperature Swing Adsorption  

BTEX  Benzene, Toluene, Ethylbenzene, and Xylenes 

SCOT  Shell Claus Off Tail gas 

SRU  Sulfur Recovery Unit 

ELSE  Extremely Low Sulfur Emission 

MOST  Mobil Oil SOx Treatment 
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Figure 2.9/P-22 Integration of the TSA unit within the sulfur recovery plant [22]. 
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Chapter 3: Optimization of TSA Systems      
!

3.1 Introduction 
!

Despite its industrial importance, optimization of Temperature Swing Adsorption (TSA) 

systems did not receive much of attention as confirmed by the limited number of studies 

conducted [42, 43]. The vast majority of adsorption studies were focused on Pressure 

Swing Adsorption (PSA) systems employing the black box approach or the equation 

oriented approach to tackle the intricate coupling between the optimization algorithm and 

adsorption kinetic modeling as described in Chapter 1 [44]. The computational expense 

of such approaches tends to be high, hence limiting the number of probed design 

variables, objective functions, and imposed constraints.  Moreover, the work detailed in 

those studies was far from being comprehensive due to the limited number of constraints 

included. For instance, pressure drop constraint and floor foot print constraint were never 

considered in all of those studies despite their indispensable importance in industrial 

applications. In addition, none of the conducted studies considered the net present value 

of costs as an objective despite the importance of the operating costs and sorbent 

replacement costs on the project standpoint. The premise of this chapter is to develop a 

comprehensive optimization algorithm that utilizes the equilibrium theory of Rhee et al. 

[19] to bypass the need for solving coupled partial differential equations as described in 

chapter 1. First, I present a literature review on the topic of adsorption systems 

optimization. Following, I present in detail the suggested optimization algorithm. 

Implementation of the optimization algorithm is presented in chapter 5.  
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3.2 Background on Adsorption Systems Optimization 

3.2.1 Solution Approaches 
!

Optimization of adsorption systems can be decoupled into three levels of computational 

complexity as depicted in Figure 3.1. The inner level comprises the work required for 

modeling the detailed kinetics of adsorption within the bed.  The intermediate level 

comprises the work required to achieve the Cyclic Steady State (CSS) condition, which 

specifies that conditions of the bed at the beginning of an adsorption cycle are equivalent 

to the same conditions at the beginning of the next adsorption cycle. The outer level 

comprises work related to conducting optimization of the adsorption system.  Required 

computational time increases by orders of magnitude going from the inner level to the 

outer level.  

 

 

 

As I have indicated in Chapter 1, there are three approaches employed in literature for 

tackling the optimization problem: the black box approach, the equation oriented 

approach and the simultaneous tailoring approach depicted in Figure 3.1 [12]. In the 

Figure 3.1/P-24 a) Schematic of the Optimization problem b) The black box approach 
c) The equation oriented approach d) the simultaneous tailoring approach. 
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black box approach, the optimizer supplies values of the design variables to a separate 

calculation algorithm i.e. the black box. Within the black box, kinetic modeling of 

adsorption is done successively until the CSS condition is achieved. The black box 

generates values of the objective functions, relevant constraints, and sensitivity estimates 

which are in turn supplied to the optimizer. Based on those parameters, the optimizer 

generates a new set of design variables and supplies them to the black box. The cycle 

continues until an optimum point is realized.  Since the optimization and simulation 

algorithms are separated, the black box approach can handle complex models without 

inducing numerical instabilities.  Still, computational cost of such approach is extremely 

high. For Instance, Jiang et al. employed the black box approach for the study of 6 step 

single bed vacuum swing adsorption on an i686 1 GHz CPU while considering 6 design 

variables and reported a computational time of 455 hrs [12].  In order to minimize the 

computational time extensively, Kapoor and Yang generated a polynomial expression of 

the objective function in terms of design variables via running extensive simulations 

using the black box approach and regressing the resulting data [45].   This scheme 

allowed usage of simple optimization algorithms since a direct functional relationship 

exists.  

In the equation-oriented approach, the simulation models’ Partial Differential Equations 

(PDEs) are processed using single-dimension discretization (SD) [17], complete 

discretization  (CD) [46], or orthogonal collocations (OC) [13] in order to reduce the 

PDEs system into sets of algebraic or ordinary differential equations. Those sets are 

compiled with the optimization problem equations and solved simultaneously using the 

optimizer engine. Boundary conditions and CSS conditions are used as constraints. This 
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approach reduces the computational time significantly and allows for increasing the 

complexity of the optimization problem. Still, when this approach is used in considering 

complex kinetic model it often fails due to the numerical instabilities in the Newton 

algorithm or due to accumulation of errors [12]. The kinetic model widely employed 

consists of a single mass balance equation per component, an energy balance, and an 

explicit adsorption model such as the extended Langmuir model. Mass transfer effects are 

usually expressed using the Linear Driving Force model (LDF). The latter model is only 

applicable for long adsorption times under certain constraints1. In the equation-oriented 

approach, computational cost is a strong function of the complexity of the studied 

optimization problem. For instance, Sankararao et al. considered multi-objective 

functions optimization of a PSA system and reported a computational time of 720 hrs 

using a Pentium 4 2.99 GHz CPU [18]. For a simpler case, Ko and co-workers considered 

single objective optimization of a PSA system for the purpose of CO2 sequestration and 

reported a computational of 5273 CPU s using a dual core 800 GHz machine [16].  The 

major cause for the length of the computational times is the size of the studied system, 

which typically consists of thousands of equations that are solved simultaneously.  

In order to decrease the required computational time, Agarwal et al. suggested a reduced 

order method as to replace the thousands of equations that describe the problem with a 

smaller set of equations while capturing accurately all the details [11]. For that purpose, 

the method of snap shots was used. In this method, the complete model simulations are 

conducted with various sets of design variables spanning the range of interest in the 

optimization problem. The results obtained from those snap shots are regressed into a 

reduced model that reproduces the model outcomes.  The reduced model is then used in 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1 Refer to Chapter 4 for a detailed discussion of LDF. 
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the optimization process.  Utilizing this method, Agarwal and co-workers reported a 

computation time of 195 CPU seconds while considering four design variables for a 

single bed PSA system [11].  The main disadvantage of this method lies in the time 

required for the generation of the reduced model. Moreover, obtaining accurate results 

outside the studied range of design variables is not guaranteed.  

Jiang and co-workers were the first to propose the simultaneous tailoring approach in 

order to accommodate more complicated models as compared to the equation-oriented 

approach while reducing the required computational time [12].  In this approach, the 

solution work is distributed between an optimization algorithm and a simulation 

algorithm.  Unlike the black box approach, CSS conditions are added as constraints to the 

optimization algorithm.  In other words, while the optimizer is seeking an optimum 

solution it also tries to satisfy the CSS condition, hence the first convergence point that 

satisfy the CSS condition is also an optimum one. Since this method is an intermediate 

combination between the equation oriented approach and the black box approach, the 

computational cost is expected to be intermediate i.e. between hundreds of hours to few 

hours. For instance, Jiang et al. considered the optimization of a five bed PSA system 

using effectively five design variables in a 2.4 GHz CPU and reported a computational 

time of 50-200 hrs [17].  In another study by Jiang and co-workers considered single bed 

dual sorbent PSA optimization using an i686 1 GHz machine and reported a 

computational time of 69 hrs as compared to 691 hrs using the black box approach.   

3.2.2 Modifications on Solution steps 
!

I have indicated previously that the solution of the optimization problem consists of three 

sub-algorithms: the optimization algorithm, CSS achievement algorithm and the bed-
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modeling algorithm.  This section presents a literature background on specific studies 

done on those algorithms.  

Adsorption kinetic modeling is commonly done using a single mass balance equation per 

component, an energy balance and the extended Langmuir adsorption model.  The linear 

driving force approximation is used to model mass transfer processes. Cruz, Magalhaes 

and Mendes investigated a number of alterations to bed modeling [13]. A dual phase 

mass balance model was employed. Five different mass transfer approximations were 

investigated. Those are: LDF assuming negligible accumulation within the intraparticle 

(LDF1), LDF assuming instantaneous equilibrium between the gas phases residing within 

interparticle and intraparticle (LDF2), linear driving force dusty gas model (LDF3), a 

differential mass balance within the particle phase assuming instantaneous equilibrium 

with the intraparticle gas phase (DM), and the dusty gas model (DS) [47]. Two 

adsorption models were investigated: the Langmuir-Freundlich model (LF) and the Ideal 

Adsorption Solution theory (IAS). Comparing the studied mass transfer models in oxygen 

separation from air, LDF2, LDF3 and DM models resulted in practically similar oxygen 

recoveries while LDF1 deviated within 15% from the others.  A similar study done on 

adsorption models revealed that the results obtained from IAS and LF are drastically 

different.  The authors recommended employment of LDF2 model while suggesting 

further experimental investigations to ascertain the accuracy of the studied adsorption 

models.  

CSS confirmation algorithms are the major bottleneck in modeling complicated systems. 

The common approach for ensuring achievement of CSS involves successive substitution 

of end bed conditions of a cycle into the initial bed conditions of the subsequent cycle.  
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Such an approach simulates reality and hence is numerically stable [13]. However, for 

certain cases the number of cycles required to achieve CSS can be numerous and for 

cases described by highly nonlinear adsorption models the number can reach tens of 

thousands of iterations [48].   Croft and LeVan suggested a Newton based approach that 

utilizes the bed end conditions and sensitivity estimates to predict the subsequent cycle 

initial conditions [49]. Computational time per iteration is increased by 200 times 

compared to the successive substitution, however the number of cycles is reduced from 

30000 to 15 only. This increase in computational time per iteration is due to the 

expensive calculation procedure for the estimating the Jacobian matrix. Overall, this 

leads to computational savings.  To address the computational problems of the Newton 

approach, Kvamsdal and Hertzberg studied other approaches for hastening achievement 

of CSS and compared them to the successive substitution approach [48]. Those are: the 

Aitken update method [48], Muller’s secant method [48], and Broyden update method 

[50].  Aitken’s and Muller’s methods are computationally cheap and require calculation 

of at least three cycles via successive substitution. Broyden’s update method of 

estimating the Jacobian involves a seven-step calculation procedure.  All those methods 

result into substantial reduction in the number of cycles processed before achieving CSS, 

however numerical stability of those methods is strongly system dependent. This issue 

was addressed by Ding and LeVan and was solved by suggesting a hybrid algorithm 

composed of four methods for hastening the process of Jacobian evaluation through a 

hybrid Newton-Broyden approach complemented with an iterative secant approach, 

dynamic grid allocation for sensitivity estimations, and dynamic specification of 

integration error tolerances [51]. The algorithm estimates the error of each iteration and 
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decides which method to employ depending on the convergence rate and the error trends. 

The authors claim two to three orders of magnitude savings in computational time 

required to reach CSS. Based on those studies, I suggest implementing the successive 

substitution technique if the number of cycles required for achieving CSS is less than 50 

otherwise, the Ding and LeVan hybrid approach should be used. This is driven by the fact 

that the hybrid approach computational cost per iteration is about an order of magnitude 

higher than the successive substitution method.  

Moving the focus towards optimization methods and algorithms, one of the early studies 

on PSA optimization utilized mixed integer nonlinear programming method [52]. The 

model considered was of simplistic nature due to the weak computational resources 

available at that time.  Later studies employed the reduced space Successive Quadratic 

Programming (r-SQP), which stands as the most widely used technique [12, 16, 17, 53]. 

The technique is favored due to the low functional evaluations required to reach the 

optima given a close initial guess. More advanced methods were considered lately such 

as the simulated annealing method [18], and the genetic evolution method [54] due to the 

availability of multi-core processers. With the exception of the genetic evolution method, 

to our best knowledge no study has considered multi-start algorithms despite the strong 

nonlinearly of the models employed. This strong nonlinearity raises the chances of 

having multiple local optima that have to be spanned in order to raise the confidence on 

the closeness of the obtained optima to the global one.  

Efforts to simplify the optimization process considered reduced order modeling [11], 

objective function regression in terms of design variables [45], and dimensional analysis 

reduction [13, 14]. The latter reduce the model equations into dimensionless form. All the 
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design variables are compiled into a smaller group of dimensionless numbers thus easing 

the optimization process.  Due to the strong nonlinearity of the adsorption problem, I 

emphasize the need for employing multi-start algorithms.  

3.2.3 The Suggested Approach  
!

The literature presented thus far reflects the level of complexity of adsorption system 

optimization. Efforts of increasing the complexity of the kinetic model are compensated 

by sacrifices in the optimization problem and vice versa. Realistic simulations require 

incorporation of higher levels of model complexity, realistic optimization problems along 

with multi-start optimization algorithms. Personal computational resources may fail to 

address all these issues with relatively low computational times. As described in Chapter 

1, I propose decoupling the optimization problem from the modeling part by staging the 

solution process. In the first level, full scale optimization of adsorption system design is 

done while incorporating all the relevant constraints. Availability of the analytical 

solution for the Langmuir based mass transfer-free system facilitates achievement of the 

first stage work.  The optimum obtained from the first stage is used as a reference for the 

second stage. In the second level, I employ complex kinetic models that incorporate mass 

transfer effects in searching for workable region around the reference point. By workable 

region, I mean a region where optimization constraints are satisfied given introduction of 

mass transfer effects. If a workable point can be found, then that point can be considered 

as realistic optimum for the real adsorption system. 

The coming section describe in detail the proposed optimization algorithm for Level 1. 

The focus will be limited to TSA due to their relevance to the proposed application.  

Since the scope of the project involves removal of trace compounds from the Claus tail 
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gas, assuming spatial and temporal uniformity of temperature and velocity becomes 

valid. As for the CSS condition, the design of the regeneration cycle will ensure complete 

removal of all contaminants hence returning to a fresh bed condition i.e. the initial 

condition of the bed.  

3.3 Optimization Algorithm for Isothermal TSA Systems 
!

Herein, I describe a closed form algorithm for the fast sizing and optimization of an 

adsorption system based on the work of Wunder for sizing gas dehydrators [55]. The 

work was generalized and modified to include economical parameters and incorporate an 

analytical model for multi-component adsorption utilizing the extended Langmuir 

isotherm. The simplicity of the algorithm allows fast and efficient optimization of 

adsorption cycles given the financial inputs. Any optimization problem consists of a set 

of imposed inputs, a set of design variables, a set of constraints, and the objective 

function(s).  The coming sections describe those sets in detail. 

3.3.1 Imposed Inputs 
!

Imposed inputs comprise the set of parameters that describe the requirements of the 

system and the properties of the used adsorbent. Those include: 

a) Feed flow rate and composition 

b) Experimentally determined adsorbent capacity  

c) Experimentally determined regeneration temperature of the adsorbent 

d) Maximum number of regenerations before deactivating the adsorbent 

e) Prices of adsorbents, equipment and utilities. 
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3.3.2 Controlled Variables 
!

This set comprises the parameters that describe the design of the system and are varied 

until an optimum point is observed within a constrained margin. The number of those 

parameters reflects the degrees of freedom available within the system. Those include: 

a) Specified adsorption time 

b) Regeneration gas temperature for the regeneration step 

c) Regeneration gas temperature for the cooling step 

d) Regeneration gas flow rate 

e) Allocated regeneration time 

f) Vessel Inside Diameter 

g) Number of vessels operated in parallel 

3.3.3 Preliminary Design of the Adsorption Cycle 
!

In this section, I present analytical equations relating design variables to some critical 

parameters that are used in the specification of the constraints and the construction of the 

objective function. The following points describe those parameters 

1) Mass of the adsorbent 

The mass of adsorbent is determined based on the vessel inner diameter and the bed 

length as follows: 

! 

mC = "C 1#$( )% D
2

4
L !

!

where, mC is the required mass of adsorbent in metric tons, " is the void fraction, D is the 

inner diameter of the vessel, L is the bed length, and #c is the density of the adsorbent. 

The total mass of the vessel is determined as follows: 

J&K$L!
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! 

mv = "v #D(L + 2)th +#D2th( ) 

where mv is the mass of the steel, th is the thickness of the vessel, D is the inner diameter 

of the vessel. Two meters are added to the total length as to allow for any required 

internals.  The mass of steel used in the vessel will be used in determining the cost of 

vessel using current steel prices. !

1D&E%,FG*F*G&+H%&I%G%*%I"+F'*&)JK$%!

The regeneration cycle is designed based on the total heat required to heat the bed and the 

vessel to an experimentally determined regeneration temperature in addition to the 

required heat to for desorbing the accumulated adsorbates based on the reported 

adsorption enthalpies. The total heat is determined as follows: 

! 

Heat = mC CC
Topt

Tregen

" dT +mv CvedT
Topt

Tregen

" + tAF yi#Hads,i
i=1

n

$  

where Cc is the heat capacity of the adsorbent, Cve is the heat capacity of the vessel 

material.  Tregen is the experimentally determined regeneration temperature and Topt is the 

imposed operating temperature of the adsorption process. This heat is supplied by a 

chosen regeneration gas flowrate. Following the regeneration step, a cooling step is 

commenced where the bed and the vessel are cooled down back to the operation 

temperature. This cooling load is given by: 

! 

CL = mc Cc
Tregen

Topt

" +mv Cv
Tregen

Topt

" !

!

where CL is the cooling load. Next, I calculate the workload of the compressor that will 

deliver this flow rate to the vessels undergoing regeneration. The regeneration gas 

compressor load is estimated by assuming adiabatic compression as follows: 

J&K%L!
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!

where W is the workload of the compressor units of power, N1 is the molar flow rate of 

the regeneration gas, T is the temperature in Kelvin, Cp is the constant pressure heat 

capacity, Cv is the constant volume heat capacity, P is the pressure, subscripts 1 and 2 are 

the inlet and outlet points of the compressor respectively, $ is the compressor adiabatic 

efficiency and N is the molar flowrate. The outlet air steam is heated in a fired gas heater 

or any other suitable heat-exchanging mode to the desired experimentally determined 

regeneration temperature. Finally, the heating load of the heating equipment is estimated 

as follows: 

! 

HD = N1 CpdT
T2

Treg

"  

3.3.4 The Constraints 
!

The constraints imposed on the optimization problem limits the ranges the variables can 

take in search for the minimum net present value of the costs. Herein I describe those 

constraints in detail: 

1) Temperatures of the Regeneration Gas   

J&K(L!

J&K)L!
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Since heat transfer is driven by the existence of temperature gradients, the temperature of 

the regeneration has to be chosen such that existence of a positive gradient between the 

bed and the regeneration gas is ensured. In mathematical terms: 

! 

Treg,in "Tregen + #Tapp  

where, Treg,in is the regeneration gas temperature at the inlet point, Tregen is the 

experimentally determined regeneration temperature, and %Tapp is a chosen minimum 

approach gradient. The same constraints apply for the regeneration gas cooling 

temperature which in this case has to be lower than the desired operating temperature. 

Hence: 

 

where Treg,cooling,in is the temperature of cooling gas at the inlet condition and Topt is the 

operating temperature of the bed at the adsorption state.  

2) Maximum time for adsorption 

 Determination of the maximum time available for adsorption given a multi-component 

system while incorporating all the kinetic details usually requires numerical approaches. 

Such approaches are computationally demanding for a set of fixed variables. The case is 

exacerbated given the global optimization approach that I target. A plausible 

simplification is to focus on the complexity of the adsorption behavior while neglecting 

kinetic effects (mass transfer,…etc). For a system following the extended Langmuir 

isotherm, Rhee et al. have suggested an analytical approach in determining the speed of 

the breakthrough front as it propagates through the bed, while the shape of the 

concentration profile is only determined qualitatively [19].  Mazzoti et al. indicated that 

J&KGL!
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the solution obtained from Rhee’s method comprise a skeleton of the detailed solution 

that retains its basic features [56].  

Since what I target is only the elution time of the adsorbate front, Rhee’s approach should 

be sufficient. Rhee’s approach envisions the adsorption process as a series of 

concentration waves propagating across the bed separated by plateau regions where the 

concentration is uniform. The transition between any two plateau regions defines the 

wave.   Following is the procedure employed for determining the breakthrough time via 

Rhee’s approach following Yang’s terminology [57]: 

• Determine the parameters !I and !F for every species by solving the following 
equations: 

 

 

where K is the equilibrium constant for a specific species, q is the adsorbed phase 

concentration, superscript * designate the adsorbate phase concentration as determined by 

the extended Langmuir isotherm for a specific concentration, qsi is the saturation capacity 

of the species i, superscripts I and F designate bed initial state and the bed final state 

which are both usually known. If !F>!I then this defines a continuous transition while 

the opposite case defines a shock transition. If both parameters were found to be equal 

then the transition do not appear in the solution.  

• Estimate the parameter E for every species using the following expression: 
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where k is the designated number of a specific transition, C is the gas phase 

concentration.  The maximum number of transitions for every species is equivalent to the 

number of components undergoing adsorption. Notice that all the previously calculated 

parameters are not functions of the studied variables by the optimization algorithm. 

Hence, by employing this approach a major hurdle in the optimization algorithm is 

removed. 

• Finally the maximum time available for adsorption is obtained as follows: 
 

 
 

where Ufluid is the superficial velocity of processed gas, L is the bed length, " is the 

porosity of the bed,  tads,max is the maximum time available for adsorption. For a fresh bed 

i.e. initial concentrations of the adsorbates within the bed are nil. Then, the procedure is 

greatly simplified resulting into the following expression: 

 

Notice that Ci
F here is equivalent to the concentration in the inlet feed of the bed. Hence, 

the imposed constraint on the assigned adsorption time is: 

 
 
 

3) Minimum required time for regeneration 

This constraint establishes a lower bound on the chosen time for regeneration. The 

minimum is determined by two factors. The first and trivial factor is the rate of heat 

supply to the bed. Since the magnitude of heat required is constant, a higher supply rate 

ensures faster regeneration.  This minimum is given by: 
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where tmin,H is the minimum required time for regeneration based upon heat requirements, 

Qm is the mass flow of the regeneration gas (a controlled variable), Cg is the heat capacity 

of the regeneration gas, Treg,in is the chosen regeneration temperature (a controlled 

variable), Treg,out is the average outlet temperature of the regeneration gas during the 

course of the regeneration given by: 

 

The second factor that determines the minimum time required for regeneration is given 

by thermodynamic considerations. The regeneration process is envisioned as a 

propagating wave of a concentration front. The velocity of that wave,uw, is given by [57]: 

 

 
 

where, Ureg is the superficial velocity of the regeneration gas, qi is the concentration of 

species i, in the adsorbed phase defined using a solid volume basis. For a Langmuir 

behaving system:  

 

 

 
A conservative estimate that underestimates the magnitude of the wave velocity and 

hence overestimates the time required for regeneration is to use the slope given by: 
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The term Kiqsi is also known as the Henry’s constant for species i. For both cases, the 

equilibrium constants and the Henry’s constant can be estimated from the ones for the 

adsorption state through the Van’t Hoff equation as follows: 

 

 

 

where H is the Henry’s constant for a specific species. With the velocity of the 

propagating wave determined, the minimum time required for regeneration is determined 

as follows: 

 

where tmin,TH is the minimum time required for regeneration given by thermodynamic 

considerations. The longer of both minimum times is chosen as the limiting constraint 

determined by both considerations (heat supply rate, and thermodynamics), hence: 

 

 
where tregen is the allocated regeneration time (a controlled variable). 
 

4) Maximum available time for regeneration and cooling 

Since the vessel and the bed has to be regenerated fully and cooled back to the operating 

temperature, the upper bound of the allocated regeneration time is set by the chosen 

adsorption time and the minimum required time for cooling. The latter is determined as 

follows: 
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where Treg,in,cooling is a chosen regeneration gas inlet cooling temperature (a controlled 

variable) Treg,out,cooling is the average outlet temperature of the regeneration gas during the 

course of the cooling  given by: 

 
Hence, the following inequality describes the constraint: 
 

 

5) Flow Development Constraint 

 Full development of the velocity profile within the bed has to be ensured in order to 

ascertain adequacy of the design algorithm.  Existence of radial velocity gradients within 

the bed translates to improper distribution and the possibility of early saturation of certain 

bed segments, hence an early breakthrough.  This constraint sets a lower bound for the 

minimum required bed length to ensure full development of flow. For turbulent flow in a 

pipe the expression for the minimum required length is [58] : 

 

where Lmin is the minimum required length for completion of flow development, Dchannel 

is the inside diameter of the channel, and Re is the Reynolds number. I propose 

employing the previous expression in determining minimum length within a bed using 

the particle diameter as the channel diameter, and the particle defined Re given by: 

 
 

where #fluid is the density of the processed gas, Dp is the diameter of the particle, µfluid is 

the viscosity of the processed gas. Thus, the following inequality describes this 

constraint: 
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6) Pressure Drop Constraint 

The maximum allowable pressure drop is set by the analyzed system.  The pressure drop 

is calculated using the Ergun equation. The pressure drop across the bed is calculated as 

follows: 

! 

"P
L

=
150µ(1#$)2

D2$ 3
+
1.75%(1#$)U 2

D$ 3
 

7) Foot Print Area Constraint 

For projects that involve expansions on existing plants, available area for placement of 

the adsorption system could be limited. In this algorithm the foot print area of the unit is 

estimated as follows: 

 

 

 

where, Dv is the vessel outer diameter, AFP is the foot print area of the unit, and Nv is the 

total number of vessels provided that it is even otherwise the number of vessels is 

increased by one. Here I envision the vessels to be aligned into two rows where a 

distance of 1 vessel radius separates them from each other as depicted in Figure 3.2. 
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8) Bed Fluidization Constraint 

Fluidization of the adsorption bed may be undesired given the resulting attrition effects 

that the bed particles experience hence lowering the beds life. The maximum velocity of 

processed gas should not exceed the following [59]: 

 
 

3.3.5 Construction of the objective function 
!

The chosen objective function should represent all the relevant parameters vital for 

describing the project financial stand point. For that purpose I chose the net present value 

of all the ensued costs during the project life.  The following points describe in detail all 

the elements involved in the construction of the net present value.  
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!

Figure 3.2/P-43 Schematic of the envisioned organization of vessels. 
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 1) Estimation of capital costs 

Capital costs of the project include costs of the adsorbents, of the vessels, of the 

regeneration gas compressor if needed, and of the regeneration gas fired heater if needed. 

The cost of the adsorbent is estimated using current market prices of bulk adsorbents. 

Adsorbent replacement is required after the adsorbent experiences a certain number of 

regenerations. The frequency of adsorbent replacement in years is determined as follows: 

! 

f = NR " tads
Nv

365" 24" Nopt

 

where NR is the number of regenerations that comprise the adsorbent life, Nv is the total 

number of vessels which comprise vessels undergoing adsorption and those which 

undergoing regeneration, Nopt is the number of vessels undergoing adsorption at any 

given moment. During the course of the plant life, the exhausted adsorbent is replaced 

after that specified number.  The cost of replacing the adsorbent will inflate with the 

passage of time, hence the cost of the adsorbent as a function of time is: 

! 

Pbed = Pads" mC 1+ iinf( )y  

where P is the cost of the bed, iinf is the inflation rate, y is the number of years, subscripts 

ads stands for adsorbent. The cost of the vessel is estimated using the determined mass of 

steel required using the following correlation [60]:  

! 

Pv = "2.59# 10"3mv
2 + 3.99# mv + 56540  

Costing the fired gas heater and the regeneration gas compressor is accomplished via 

estimating the required heating loads and workloads of the both equipment respectively 

coupled with the processing capacity. Graphical relations coupling those parameters with 
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the price of the respective equipment are described elsewhere [61]. For the case involving 

the use of a fired gas heater and a blower the following equations are employed [61]: 

For the fired gas heater: 
 

! 

logPFH = 0.752" log(HD) + 2.29 
!

where, PFH is the price of fired gas heater in U.S. dollars (2002 prices), HD is the heating 

duty required in kW. 

For the centrifugal blower: 
 

! 

logPCB = 0.572" log(Cap) + 4.65  
!

where, PCB is the price o centrifugal blower in U.S. dollars  (2002 prices), Cap is the 

blower capacity in m3/s. The total capital cost of the project is comprised of the 

previously stated cost items in addition to many other cost elements including piping and 

fittings, installation and delivery, safety systems, instrumentations…etc.   Once again, I 

do not expect the optimum adsorption system parameters to be affected by knowledge of 

the other cost elements.  

2) Estimation of utility costs 
 
Utility costs are determined based on the estimated compression loads and heating loads 

of the regeneration gas compressor and the fired gas heater respectively.  The workload 

of the compressor is supplied by an electrical motor hence the cost of the workload 

translates into electrical cost units of $/kWh. The fired gas heater load is! B.==/"2A!M5!

combustion of fuel gas, which is priced in per volume basis. The heating duty is 

transformed in fuel gas flow using the heating value of the fuel gas.   
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The cash flow statement of the project is constructed using the previously determined 

cost elements. The first year is devoted for the unit construction and equipment delivery, 

hence the total cash stand point for this year comprise the following elements: 

! 

Ca1 = "(Pbed + Pv + PCB + PFG )!!
!

where Pv is the total cost of the vessels. Costs ensued later are comprised of operating 

costs due to utility usage and bed replacement costs depending on the frequency of 

replacement. The total cash flow for any other year is: 

! 

Can = "(Pcompression (1+ iinf )
n + Pheating (1+ iinf )

n + Pbed
*) !

!

where Can is the cash flow of year n, Pcompression is the yearly ensued cost for regeneration 

gas compression, Pheating is the yearly ensued cost for regeneration gas heating, Pbed* is 

the bed replacement ensued depending on the frequency of bed replacement determined 

by equation (3.33). The equations described previously are used in constructing the cash 

flow diagram of project given an estimate of the inflation rate. The net present worth of 

costs is then calculated from that diagram accordingly. 

3.3.6 The Optimization Algorithm 
!

The algorithm described previously requires the use of if statement in its coding scheme 

as to determine years when the adsorbent replacement is due. This introduces a number 

of discontinuities in the space of plausible values of the NPV that satisfy the imposed 

constraints. For such systems evolution based optimization algorithms are more suited 

since they do not follow the space of the objective function rather they sample a 

population of solutions instead a single solution in every iteration.   
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The population is modified through three basic operations [62]: reproduction, crossover 

and mutations. Reproduction transfers a solution from an old population to a new one via 

a probability determined by the value of the objective function. Crossover transfers the 

parameters between two solutions to produce a new solution. Finally, mutations take 

random changes in the variables to generate a new solution.  The population evolves in 

each iteration towards a global minimum of a bounded space. Since the algorithm does 

not follow a path in the space of solutions, it is not affected by existence of 

discontinuities in the space.   

Nomenclature (Presented in order of appearance): 
!

TSA             Temperature swing adsorption 

PSA                Pressure swing adsorption 

CSS  Cyclic steady state 

SD  Single dimension discretization 

CD  Complete discretization 

OC  Orthogonal Collocations 

PDE  Partial differential equations 

LDF  Linear Driving Force 

LDF1   LDF assuming negligible accumulation within the intraparticle  

LDF2  LDF assuming instantaneous equilibrium between the gas phases residing 

within interparticle and intraparticle 

LDF3  LDF for dusty gas model  

DM Differential mass balance within the particle phase assuming instantaneous 

equilibrium with the intraparticle gas phase (DM),  
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DS Dusty gas model (DS)  

LF Langmuir-Freundlich adsorption model  

IAS Ideal Adsorption Solution theory 

mC  Required mass of adsorbent in metric tons  

"     Void fraction of the bed 

D   Inner diameter of the vessel 

#c   Density of the adsorbent  

L  Bed length 

mv   Mass of the steel 

th    Thickness of the vessel 

tA    Selected time of the adsorption cycle in hours  

F    Total molar flow rate in kmol/h 

yi    Mole fraction of species i 

Cc   Heat capacity of the adsorbent 

Cve   Heat capacity of the vessel material 

Tregen  Experimentally determined regeneration temperature  

Topt   Imposed operating temperature of the adsorption process  

CL   Cooling load 

W   Workload of the compressor in units of power.  

N1  Molar flow rate of the regeneration gas 

T1, T2   Temperature in Kelvin for the compressor inlet and outlet respectively. 

Cp   Constant pressure heat capacity of the regeneration gas 

Cv   Constant volume heat capacity of the regeneration gas 
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P1, P2    Pressure for the compressor inlet and outlet respectively. 

$   Compressor adiabatic efficiency 

HD  Heating duty in kW 

Treg,in Inlet temperature of the regeneration gas during the heating step ( a 

controlled variable) 

Treg,cooling,in  Inlet temperature of the regeneration gas during the heating step 

%Tapp   Chosen minimum temperature approach gradient 

!I , !F  Parameters used in the Rhee’s algorithm for solving the concentration 

wave speed 

Ki  Equilibrium constant of component i. 

qsi   Saturation capacity in mole/m3 

qi* Concentration of species i in the adsorbed phase found by extended 

Langmuir isotherm.  

Ci   Concentration of species i in the gas phase in mole/m3 

Ufluid
   Velocity of the processed gas 

tads,max   Maximum time available as determined from Rhee’s approach 

tads   Time chosen for the adsorption process (an optimization variable) 

Hi   Henry constant of the species i.  

tmin,H   Minimum required time for regeneration based upon heat requirements 

Qm   Mass flow of the regeneration gas (a controlled variable) 

Cg   Heat capacity of the regeneration gas 

Treg,out  Average outlet temperature of the regeneration gas during the course of 

the regeneration 
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uw   Velocity of the concentration wave 

ureg   Velocity of the regeneration gas 

tmin,TH   Minimum time required for regeneration 

tregen   Allocated regeneration time 

Treg,in,cooling  Regeneration gas inlet cooling temperature (a controlled variable)  

Treg,out,cooling     Average outlet temperature of the regeneration gas during the cooling step 

Lmin   Minimum required length for completion of flow development,  

Dchannel  Inside diameter of the channel used for estimating the minimum required 

length for flow development 

Re   Reynolds number 

#fluid   Density of the processed gas  

Dp   Diameter of the particle 

µfluid   Viscosity of the processed gas  

Dv   Vessel outer diameter 

AFP   Foot print area of the TSA unit  

Nv  Total number of vessels which comprise vessels undergoing adsorption 

and those which undergoing regeneration 

NR   Number of regenerations that comprise the adsorbent life 

Nopt   Number of vessels undergoing adsorption at any given moment.  

Pbed   Cost of the bed 

Pads  Price of the adsorbent in $/ton  

iinf    Inflation rate 

 y   Number of years.  
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PFH  Price of the fired gas heater (2002 prices) 

PCB   Price of centrifugal blower in U.S. dollars (2002 prices) 

Cap  Blower capacity in m3/s 

Pv  Total cost of the vessels 

Can   Cash flow of years n 

Pcompression  Yearly ensued cost for regeneration gas compression,  

Pheating   Yearly ensued cost for regeneration gas heating 

Pbed*  Bed replacement cost ensued depending on the frequency of bed 

replacement determined by equation (3.33). 

!

!

!

!
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!

!

!

!
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Chapter 4: Kinetic Modeling of Adsorption Phenomena 
4.1 Introduction 
!

Kinetic modeling of adsorption phenomena involves simultaneous solution of a number 

of differential balances depending on the model complexity and the number of relevant 

species. Analytical solutions are only obtained for cases involving linear adsorption 

isotherms rendering them of small practical interest [57]. The vast majority of cases 

require numerical solution techniques. A number of complexities arise when resolving to 

numerical techniques. For instance, explicit solution methods are by far computationally 

cheaper but may suffer from serious numerical instabilities leading to unphysical results. 

Implicit methods on the other hand require inversion of large matrices rendering them 

computationally expensive. Finite element methods tend to lie in between both classes 

[57].  Within the context of adsorption system optimization, the complexity of the 

optimization process necessitates seeking the most reliable and computationally cheapest 

method.   

The purpose of this chapter is to critically review the various options available in 

adsorption modeling and chose the option that maximizes solver reliability while 

minimizing computational costs. I begin with a physical description of the adsorption 

problem and highlight the interacting phases. I then present the relevant model pertaining 

to the described physical image. Following, I review the main analytical solutions 

reported in literature. Next, I review reported numerical solution methods and compare 

their reliability and efficiency. Finally, a general comparison is laid out; a method is 

chosen and tested with reported experimental results.  Integration of the method with the 
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optimization algorithm described in Chapter 3 and their subsequent implementation is left 

to Chapter 5.  

4.2 Mathematical Modeling of Adsorption Phenomenon 

4.2.1 The Physical Picture 
 
The envisioned physical model that gained wide consensus is depicted in Figure 4.1 [57].  

The adsorption bed is comprised of a number of pellets each consisting of a conglomerate 

of sorbent phases bounded together with a macroporous binder. Within the bulk phase 

dispersion effects tend to disperse the adsorbing species in the axial direction, thus 

resulting in earlier breakthrough. Mass transfer of adsorbing species to the interior of the 

sorbent pellet occurs via bulk diffusion through a thin film surrounding the sorbent pellet. 

Diffusion of species within the macroporous binder is commonly characterized as the 

reciprocal average of the Knudsen like diffusion where the wall-molecules collisions 

dominate the diffusion process and the bulk like diffusion where intermolecular collisions 

dominate the diffusion process. The latter is corrected for the binder porosity and 

tortuosity. Adsorption phenomenon is envisaged to occur at the external surface of the 

sorbent phase. The adsorption process is commonly assumed to be equilibrated. 

Following, the adsorbed species transfer to the interior segment of the sorbent phase 

occurs via micropore diffusion.    

Bulk diffusion in the gas phase is usually on the order of 1 cm2/s while in the liquid phase 

is on the order of 10-5 cm2/s [63] Values of macroporous diffusion rates are functions of 

pore size, porosity and tortuosity and hence can vary substantially [63].  Microporous 

diffusion rates on the other hand can be strongly affected by the concentration of 
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adsorbate in addition to temperature.  Typical values of microporous diffusion rates can 

vary substantially between 10-5 to 10-48 cm2/s [63]. 

 

 

 

The adsorption phenomenon is also envisioned as a series of concentration waves 

propagating through the bed [64]. When mass transfer resistances are absent and for a 

uniform concentration feed, the wave shape resembles a step function that propagates 

axially through the bed. Under mass transfer effects, the concentration profile loses its 

spatial uniformity and develops finite spatial gradients that decrease over time thus 

dispersing the concentration wave axially. Favorable adsorption isotherms2 tend to 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
%!Favorable Adsorption Isotherms: Adsorption isotherms on which the second derivative of the adsorbate 
concentration with respect to bulk phase concentration is negative. It was called favorable since it 
counteracts mass transfer unfavorable effect of dispersing the concentration wave. !

Figure 4.1/P-54 Physical image of the adsorption process. 
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counteract mass transfer dispersive effects by having a compressive effect on the 

concentration wave [57]. When both effects balance each other, constant pattern waves 

develop [56, 65]. Those waves retain their shape and velocity as they elude from the bed.  

Constant pattern waves have been observed on rare occasions and under controlled 

environments [56].  

4.2.2 Governing Equations 
 
The mathematical model of the physical picture depicted in Figure 4.1 relies on a single 

mass balance per a component and a heat balance equation per modeled phase in addition 

to boundary conditions connecting the various phases at the interfaces. When transport 

rates are non-limiting within either the binder phase or the sorbent phase, a uniform 

concentration profile can be assumed thus removing one of the relevant balances. In most 

of the balances considered in literature single dimension spatial dependencies are 

employed [57].   

In the bulk phase, the following equations describe the mass and energy balances 

assuming constant properties (from reference [57] with slight modifications): 

 
 

 

 
where Ci is the species i concentration, u is the interstitial velocity of the bulk phase, "b is 

the bulk phase porosity, km,b is the mass transfer constant describing the mass transfer 

rates across the interface between the bulk phase and the binder phase, ab/P is the surface 

area of the bulk-binder interface per unit volume,  is the average concentration of the 

species i within the binder phase, Dz,i is the dispersion coefficient of species i, T is the 
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temperature within the bulk phase,  # is the density of the bulk phase, Cb is the constant 

pressure heat capacity of the bulk phase,  hb is the heat transfer coefficient describing heat 

transfer across the bulk-binder interface, z is the axial dimension and t is the time. Within 

the binder phase the following equations apply (from reference [57] modified to consider 

accumulation terms): 

 

 

 

where Ci
P is the concentration of species i within the binder phase, "p is the binder phase 

porosity,  is the average concentration of the adsorbed species within the sorbent phase 

in units of moles per total volume, DP,i is the macroporous diffusion coefficient of species 

i, R is the radial spatial dimension assuming spherical pellets,  TP is the temperature 

within the binder phase,  aP/S is the interfacial surface area per volume between the binder 

phase and the sorbent phase, hP is the heat transfer coefficient describing heat exchange 

across the binder-sorbent interface, #P is the density of the binder phase, CP is the heat 

capacity of the binder phase,  is the average temperature within he sorbent phase., kH,P  

is the thermal conductivity of the binder. Within the sorbent phase, the following 

equations hold (from reference [57] modified to include accumulation terms): 

 

 

 

where qi is the adsorbed phase concentration, DS,i is the micropore diffusion coefficient of 

species i, r is the radial spatial dimension assuming spherical sorbents, #S and CS are the 
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sorbent density and heat capacity respectively, kH,S is the thermal conductivity of the 

sorbent phase, and Hads is the species i adsorption enthalpy.  The averaged properties used 

on the previous balances are obtained as follows (from reference [57] modified to 

accommodate employed symbols): 

 

 

 

where rs is the radius of the sorbent particle, and RP is the radius of the pellet. Boundary 

conditions pertaining to the bulk phase are the following (from references [57, 66] 

modified to be in dimensional form): 
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Ci(t = 0,z) = Ci,ini Ci(t > 0,z = 0) = Ci,o

uoCi,o = uoCi,ini "Dz,i
#Ci

#z z=0

T(t = 0,z) = Tini T(t > 0,z = 0) = To

 

where Ci,ini is the initial concentration of species i within the bed’s bulk phase, Ci,o is the 

feed concentration of species i, uo is the feed velocity, Tini is the initial temperature of the 

bed’s bulk phase, and To is the temperature of feed gas. Relevant boundary conditions for 

the pellet phase are the following (from reference [57] modified to accommodate the 

difference in symbols): 
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where Ci,ini
P is the initial concentration of species within the pellet, Tini

P is the initial 

pellet temperature. In the sorbent phase the relevant conditions are (from reference [57] 

modified to accommodate the difference in symbols):  

! 

qi(t = 0,r) = qi,ini qi(t,r = rs) = qi
*

DS,i
"qi
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where qi,ini is the initial adsorbed state concentration, qi* is the equilibrium adsorbed state 

concentration of species i and Tini
S is the initial temperature within the crystals. Initial 

conditions of the bed are subject to the Cyclic Steady State (CSS) requirement3. Finally 

the adsorption equilibrium model is needed to form a complete set of equations: 

 

The coming section describe the generally applied correlations for estimating mass 

transport parameters. For the sake of simplicity, isothermal condition is assumed through 

out the upcoming analysis. Such assumption is valid due to the scope of work considered 

i.e. removal of ppm level contaminants Claus tail gas.  

4.2.3 Mass Transport Correlations 
 
The model detailed in the previous section utilizes four parameters describing mass 

transfer rates.  The bulk phase model employs a dispersion coefficient to describe axial 

dispersion effects and a mass transfer coefficient to describe mass transfer rate across the 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
3 Refer to Chapter 3 for more information 
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bulk-binder interface. The dispersion coefficient is obtained through the following 

correlation [67]: 

! 

"Dz,i

Dm,i

= 20 + 0.5# SciRe
 

where Dz,i is the dispersion coefficient of species i, Dm,i is the bulk phase molecular 

diffusion coefficient for species i and Sci is the Schmidt number of species i, and Re is 

the bulk phase Reynolds number.  The mass transfer coefficient is obtained through the 

Ranz-Marshal correlation as follows [57]: 

 

Within the binder phase, macroporous diffusion coefficient is determined as the 

reciprocal average of the Knudsen diffusion coefficient and the molecular diffusion 

coefficient as follows: 

 

 

where & is the binder tortosity, Dk,i is the Knudsen diffusion coefficient in cm2/s, rpore is 

the pore radius measured in cm, T is the temperature in Kelvin, M is the species 

molecular weight.  The microporous diffusion coefficient can be determined 

experimentally or through molecular simulations [68, 69].  Both methods suffer from 

deficiencies. Microporous diffusion rates obtained from different experimental methods 

can vary substantially. For instance, microporous diffusion coefficients for n-paraffins in 

ZSM-5 were found to be 10-11 cm2/s by integral gravimetric uptake, 10-9 cm2/s by NMR, 

and 10-6 cm2/s via large crystal permeation [57]. Ruthven et al. compared microporous 
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diffusion rates for the same adsorbent but obtained from different sources and reported 

diffusivities varying by three orders of magnitude although using the same experimental 

technique [70]. The simulation method determination tends to be only applicable to 

crystalline sorbents under ideal conditions.  

I end this section with a description of the Linear Driving Force (LDF) approximation. 

When assuming equilibrium at the sorbent-binder interface, Glueckauf provided solutions 

of equation (4.5) for a variety of surface concentration profiles [57]. For the case when 

Dpt/Rp
2>0.1 and when the interior part of the sorbent is close to equilibrium the following 

expression holds: 

 

 

Conditions for the viability of the LDF approximation require long adsorption times 

and/or fast microporous diffusion rates. For zeolites, time scales in excess of 100 s are 

required while for activated carbon few seconds are sufficient to validate the LDF model 

[57].  The latter model has been used extensively in optimization literature in most cases 

without validating its conditions of viability.  

4.3 Analytical Solutions of Adsorption Models 
4.3.1 The Equilibrium Model 
Analytical solutions of the adsorption can be found for few limited cases. When mass 

transfer effects are neglected, adsorption model reduces to the equilibrium model on 

which the governing equation become: 
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Analytical solutions for the equilibrium model are available for two cases: the linear 

adsorption case and the Langmuir adsorption case.  For the linear adsorption case the 

outlet concentration profile resemble that of the inlet feed. The breakthrough time can be 

found for the case of uniform velocity as follows: 

 

!

For the case of linear adsorption isotherm: 

 

 

where uc is the velocity of the concentration front. Hence, the breakthrough time is given 

by: 

 

where tbr,i is the breakthrough of species i, L is the bed length, and Hi is Henry’s constant. 

Obtaining the breakthrough time for the Langmuir case has been described in Chapter 3.  

When mass transfer effects are considered, analytical solutions are only obtainable for 

linear adsorption isotherms. Those are the discussed in the coming section.  

 4.3.2 The Rosen Model 
The Rosen model solves the governing equations presented in section 4.2.2 while 

excluding the sorbent phase [57]. The Rosen model assumes uniform velocity profile, 

isothermal bed operation, and linear adsorption isotherm for spherical pellets while 
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considering mass transfer through the film surrounding the pellet and macroporous 

diffusion through the pellet.  The exact solution for the Rosen model is: 

  

Ralph Yang indicated that the integral of the Rosen model is slowly converging [57]. To 

bypass that hurdle, Thomas et al. obtained simplified solutions for the case when mass 

transfer film rates are neglected [57].  Such case is commonly experienced in gas 

adsorption processes. The Rosen model has been tested by Ruthven and Garg for the 

adsorption of several species over zeolites and was found to produce satisfactory results 

only when the adsorption follows Henry’s law [69].   

4.3.3 Yang’s Model 
!

Cen and Yang presented a solution to the governing equations shown in section 4.3.3 for 

the case when isothermal condition holds, uniform velocity profiles, linear adsorption 
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isotherms, and when the Glueckauf LDF approximation applies [71].  The solution 

provided is: 
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The above solution applies when 2' is greater than 1, a condition that is practically 

satisfied [71].  Yang et al. have tested their solution in modeling experimental data of N2 

and CH4 breakthrough over Zeolite 5A and achieved a good agreement [71].  They also 

provided a set of conditions for identifying the controlling mass transfer resistance [57]. 

Film mass transfer can be neglected if the following condition holds: 
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In addition microporous diffusion can be neglected if the following condition holds: 
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If the opposite holds, then macropore binder diffusion can be neglected. The foregoing 

conditions allow significant simplifications of the governing model since in many cases a 

single mass transfer mode usually controls.  
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4.4 Numerical Methods in Adsorption Modeling 
!

The solutions presented thus far are of limited practical use due to the simplified 

adsorption models that were implemented. Still, they can be used as guidance for 

understanding the extent of mass transfer resistances and the qualitative behavior of real 

systems [56]. A wide spectrum of practical applications requires numerical solutions of 

the governing equations. A number of methods were used in literature for the numerical 

solution of adsorption models including finite differences methods, finite elements 

methods and method of lines [57]. Finite differences and finite elements gain the widest 

popularity due to their wide range of applicability.  This section reviews both classes of 

methods and identifies their pros and cons. I begin by studying finite element methods 

and their application in adsorption system modeling. Following, similar analysis is done 

to finite differences methods.  

4.4.1 Finite Elements Methods 
!

In the finite elements methods, the normalized space of the problem is broken down to a 

number of elements. Then, in each element a solution is proposed which matches the 

boundary conditions and satisfies the governing equations. Two methods are commonly 

used within the finite elements class which are Galerkin method [72], and the method of 

Orthogonal Collocations [72] with the latter being the mostly applied in Adsorption 

literature [66, 73, 74]. Any adsorption problem tackled with both methods can be posed 

in the following generic form: 

 

! 

L(y,x,c) " f = 0
J'K%(L!
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where L is a differential operator acting on a set of dependent variables (y), a set of 

independent variables (x), and a set of constants (c). Also f  is a forcing function usually 

nonlinear. In the jth element, a series solution is proposed of the following form: 

 

where Fo is usually the initial boundary condition, Fk is a chosen function, and ak is the 

preceding coefficient of the chosen function to be determined by satisfying the governing 

equations. Since the proposed solution is an approximate one, direct substitution into 

governing equations will result into a residue, which needs to be minimized by proper 

choice of the preceding coefficients.  Rather than minimizing the residue function at a 

specific point, the commonly applied method is to minimize the integral of the residue 

function normalized by a weighting function as follows: 

 

where R is the residue function and W is the weighing function In Galerkin’s method, the 

weighing function is chosen to be: 

 

While in the orthogonal collocations method, the weighing function chosen is a Dirac 

delta function positioned at specific points called the collocation points as follows: 

 

Hence: 
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Galerkin’s method enjoys superior accuracy in emulating the actual solution if the 

integral can be evaluated analytically [72]. However, in many cases numerical evaluation 

of the integral is a must, which increases the computational burden and introduces 

sources of inaccuracies.  Villadsen and Michelsen showed that the orthogonal 

collocations method could match the accuracy of Galerkin’s method if the collocation 

points are chosen such that they are the roots of a Legendre polynomial [72]. This allows 

bypassing the computational hurdle of evaluating the integral, while enjoying superior 

accuracy. For that reason the method of orthogonal collocations is used extensively in 

adsorption modeling literature. 

 The custom in adsorption modeling is to apply orthogonal collocations on the spatial 

derivatives, thus reducing the governing equations into a set of ordinary differential 

equations in time that can be solved numerically using the Runge Kutta 4th order method 

or Euler’s implicit method [73]. Early work utilizing the orthogonal collocation methods 

tested its accuracy in a number of applications such as ion exchange [74]. Due to the 

steepness of the concentration front, a large number of collocation points are required for 

accurate modeling.  Kaczmarski and co-workers suggested the implementation of moving 

finite elements in order to minimize the number collocation points required and hence 

minimize the computational time [66]. They tested the moving elements concept on 

predicting the breakthrough curves of a mixture of xylenes (para and ortho), isopropyl 

benzene and ethyl benzene as compared to the fixed element approach.  In one of the 

studied cases, the CPU time required for the moving elements method was thirty times 

! 
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lower than the one obtained by fixed elements approach, while retaining excellent 

agreement between both methods.  

The finite elements approach enjoys superior accuracy and stability. Still, the 

computational expense of the finite elements approach is far greater than the finite 

differences method.  The next section reviews usage of finite differences methods in 

adsorption modeling.  

4.4.2 Finite Differences Methods 
  
Finite differences methods enjoy the widest application in adsorption modeling due to 

their computational simplicity and long history of implementation [57]. The construction 

of the governing equations allows usage of explicit methods in their numerical solution. 

While their computational cost is cheap, explicit methods suffer from numerical 

instabilities and the existence numerical dispersion artifact intrinsic within them [75, 76]. 

Implicit methods are on the other hand numerical stable, however the computational cost 

of inverting the Jacobian matrix to simulate long adsorption cycles can be prohibitive.  

Rouchon and co-workers have shown that a proper choice of the grid spacing and the 

differences scheme can not only insure numerical stability but also matches the numerical 

dispersion artifact with actual dispersion commonly experienced in real adsorption beds.  

The proposed scheme for an adsorption system experiencing only dispersion effects is as 

follows [75]:  
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where %x is the spatial grid spacing, and %t is the temporal grid spacing both chosen for 

species having the lowest dispersion coefficient and Henry constant. Results from 

obtained from that scheme lacked accuracy as compared to OCFE [76]. Kaczmarski and 

Antos modified the Rouchon scheme to include other all forms of mass transfer with the 

exception of micropore diffusion [77, 78]. They also modified the gridding scheme to 

increase the accuracy and stability of the solution. Their suggested scheme in 

dimensionless form is the following: 
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where uo is the entrance fluid velocity, Ci,o is the feed concentration of species i, Sti is the 

species Stanton number, Bii is the species Biot number both defined above.  Kaczmarksi 

scheme is partially implicit since it requires simultaneous solution of the binder phase 

concentration and the adsorbed phase concentration in each step of the explicit algorithm. 

Since the number of equations solved simultaneously is small (2N where N is the number 
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of species) with the initial guess usually close to the final solution, Newton-Raphson 

algorithms are finely suited for such purpose. Kaczmarski and co-workers have 

benchmarked their algorithm with the accurate solution obtained from OCFE in a 

multitude of examples and obtained excellent agreement [77, 78]. One or two orders of 

magnitude reductions in computational time were obtained.   

Considering the computational simplicity and cheapness of the Kaczmarski scheme in 

conjunction of its accuracy, the Kaczmarski scheme is the method of choice for 

adsorption bed modeling provided micropore diffusion is neglected. Implementation of 

the Kaczmarski algorithm for adsorption isotherms beyond the extended Langmuir 

isotherm was not considered till this date.   

Implicit methods for the solution of the adsorption model were used in optimization 

literature [46].  The method of choice usually implemented is the central differences 

scheme since it provides quadratic convergence and insure numerical stability.  Since 

optimization work requires spanning a large set of design variables where the numerical 

stability state of the method may drastically change, utilization of inherently stable 

methods, although expensive, is justified.  

4.5 Comparisons & Confirmation 
 
The analysis laid thus far covered the general aspects of a selection of reported analytical 

solutions and numerical methods specifically used in adsorption modeling. Since the 

algorithm proposed in this thesis decouples the optimization problem from the modeling 

problem, an analytical method is chosen in the optimization side to expand the scope of 

the optimization algorithm while a numerical method is chosen in the modeling of 

adsorption to search for adequate design variables under realistic conditions.  Table 4.1 
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presents a summarized comparison among the methods studied.  The equilibrium theory 

is well suited for the purpose of optimization since it incorporates a realistic adsorption 

model unlike the other analytical methods. Moreover, it does not require numerical 

methods to evaluate the solutions thus insuring fast optimization of the adsorption model. 

For those reasons, the equilibrium theory was chosen in the optimization algorithm 

presented in Chapter 3.  

Category Method Pros Cons 
Rosen model Incorporate all elements of 

mass transfer with the 
exception of macroporous 
diffusion 

Linear Isotherms 

Yang’s Model Incorporate all elements of 
mass transfer Linear Isotherms 

Analytical 

Equilibrium 
Theory  

Provides an analytical solution 
for the case of Langmuir 
adsorption 

Do not include mass 
transfer 

Orthogonal 
Collocations [66] 

Ensures numerical stability and 
high level of accuracy under a 
wide range of cases. 

Computationally 
Expensive 

Implicit Finite 
Differences [46] 

Ensures numerical stability and 
high level of accuracy under a 
wide range of cases. 

Computationally 
Expensive 

Numerical 

Kaczmarski 
Explicit Method 
[77, 78] 

Computationally cheap Do not include 
micropore diffusion  

 

The searching process around an optimum point determined by the optimization process 

has to utilize an accurate numerical method incorporating a realistic model of the 

adsorption bed. Computational cheapness of the chosen method is a preferable attribute 

provided that the accuracy can be guaranteed. In the work presented in this thesis, I have 

chosen the Kaczmarski algorithm for modeling adsorption beds for the following reasons: 

1) The algorithm is explicit in the most part hence hastening the modeling process. 

Table 4.1/P-70 Comparison of analytical and numerical models for kinetic adsorption. 
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2) Numerical stability of the algorithm was shown for a number of cases considered 

by Kaczmarski et al. [78].  

3) The model incorporates all forms of mass transfer with the exception of 

micropore diffusion.   

4) Incorporation of micropore diffusion into the model requires trustworthy 

estimates of the micropore diffusion coefficients. Those are clearly absent for a 

number of cases4.   

The conditions suggested by Yang (equations 4.23 and 4.24), although applicable to 

linear isotherms, can be used in determining the controlling resistance in mass transfer. I 

suggest employment of those conditions to determine cases were macroporous diffusion 

dominates. For those cases, a higher degree of confidence on the validity of the 

Kaczmarski algorithm is obtained.    

The Kaczmarski algorithm was implemented in a matlab code and tested for several cases 

in order to assure the codes capability of reproducing Kaczmarski data in terms of 

breakthrough times. Breakthrough times were chosen as the performance benchmarks 

since the main objective of the modeling work is to determine the adequate design 

specifications that ensure a chosen breakthrough time is met. Variations in the fluid 

velocity due to adsorption of the analytes were not considered.  Those variations were 

neglected since the scope of the thesis studies removal of ppm level contaminants and 

inclusion of such variations would increase the computational expense of the code. 

The first case considered was reported by Kaczmarski et al. analyzing the breakthrough 

behavior of a pulsed feed of 1-chlor-4-nitrobenzol (analyte1) and 1-chlor-2-nitrobenzol 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
'!Refer to section 4.2.3!
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(analyte 2) for chromatography purposes [78]. The case analyzes the influence of the 

Stanton number and the analytes concentration on the breakthrough time and the 

breakthrough curve shape. Model parameters are summarized in Table 4.2 [78].  

Parameter Analyte 1 Analyte 2 
Saturation Cap. (mmol/g) 0.689 0.875 
K (m3/kmol) 4.56 4.56 
Pulse Conc. (kmol/m3) 0.127 (A) 0.063 (B) 0.127 
Pulse end time (s) 54.8 54.8 
Fluid velocity (m/s) 0.0011 
Bed Porosity 0.34 
Pellet porosity 0.52 
Stanton Number 1246 (A) & 312 (B) 
Sorbent density (kg/m3) 1960 

 

Table 4.3 summarizes the breakthrough time predicted by the matlab code as compared to 

those reported by Kaczmarski and co-workers. Here the breakthrough time is defined as 

the time at which the concentration reaches ~25% of the maximum peak concentration.  

Kaczmarski breakthrough times were read from the figures provided in ref [78](Fig 1 for 

case 1 A and Fig 2 for case 1 B). Excellent agreement is established considering the 

minimal percentage deviation (<8%) although variations in fluid velocity were not taken 

into account.  Figures 4.2 A and B depict the resulting breakthrough curves.  

CASE No. B.T.1 (Matlab) B.T.1 (Kacz) B.T.2 (Matlab) B.T.2 (Kacz) 

Case 1 A 1874 2000 2255 2450 
Case 1 B 430 450 529 520 

 
Table 4.3/P-72 Breakthrough times for the studied cases. 

Table 4.2/P-72 Model parameters for cases 1A and 1B. 
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 Figure 4.2A /P-73 Breakthrough curve for case 1 A. 
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!

Figure 4.2B/P-74 Breakthrough curve for case 1 B. 
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4.6 Conclusions 
!
In this chapter I have analyzed the adsorption modeling problem and a selection of the 

reported analytical solutions. Those solutions were found to be of limited practical use 

due to the assumption of linear adsorption isotherms or the negligence of mass transfer 

effects, hence reverting to numerical methods becomes necessary. Of the numerical 

techniques analyzed, the Kaczmarski semi-explicit finite differences algorithm was found 

to be the most appropriate for the scope of thesis.  The coming chapter combines the 

optimization algorithm developed in chapter 3 with the Kaczmarski algorithm into a 

single integrated framework. That framework is then used to design actual TSA systems 

for a number of real cases.  

Nomenclature (By order of appearance) 

OC Orthogonal Collocation Methods 

Ci Species i concentration in the bulk phase 

u Interstitial velocity of bulk phase 

 !b Bulk phase porosity 

 km,b Mass transfer constant describing the mass transfer rates across the bulk-  

binder  interface  

ab/P Surface area of the bulk-binder interface per unit volume 

 Average concentration of the species i within the binder phase, 

Dz,i  Dispersion coefficient of species i  

T  Temperature within the bulk phase  

"  Density of the bulk phase 

Cb                    Constant pressure heat capacity of the bulk phase 

! 

C i
P
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hb Heat transfer coefficient describing heat transfer across the bulk-binder  

interface 

z  Axial dimension for bulk phase  

t                       Time 

Ci
P                   Concentration of species i within the binder phase 

!p Binder phase porosity 

                     Average concentration of the adsorbed species within the sorbent phase 

DP,I Macroporous diffusion coefficient of species i  

R Radial spatial dimension within the binder phase assuming spherical 

pellets 

TP  Temperature within the binder phase 

aP/S              Interfacial surface area per volume of the binder-sorbent interface   

hP  Heat transfer coefficient describing heat exchange across binder-sorbent   

interface 

 "P  Density of the binder phase 

CP                    Heat capacity of the binder phase 

  Average temperature within the sorbent phase 

kH,P    Thermal conductivity of the binder  

qi   Adsorbed phase concentration 

DS,i   Micropore diffusion coefficient of species i 

 r  Radial spatial dimension assuming spherical sorbents 

"S                    Density of the sorbent  

CS          Heat capacity of the sorbent 

! 

q i

! 

T S
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kH,S  Thermal conductivity of the sorbent 

Hads  Species i adsorption enthalpy 

rs  Radius of the sorbent particle  

RP  Radius of the pellet 

Ci,ini  Initial concentration of species i within the bed’s bulk phase 

Ci,o  Feed concentration of species i 

uo  Feed velocity 

Tini  Initial temperature of the bed’s bulk phase 

To  Temperature of feed  

Ci,ini
P  Initial concentration of species i within the pellet 

Tini
P  Initial pellet temperature 

qi,ini  Initial adsorbate concentration 

qi*  Equilibrium adsorbed state concentration of species i 

Tini
S  Initial temperature within the crystals 

Dm,i  Bulk phase molecular diffusion coefficient for species i  

Sci  Schmidt number of species i 

Re  Bulk phase Reynolds number 

#  Binder tortosity 

Dk,i  Knudsen diffusion coefficient in cm2/s 

rpore  Pore radius measured in cm 

T  Temperature in Kelvin 

M  Species molecular weight 

uc  Velocity of the concentration front  
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tbr,i   Breakthrough of time species i 

L   Bed length 

Hi   Henry’s constant 

$  Integration variable in Rosen’s model 

%  Parameter in Rosen’s model defined by equations 4.21 

#  Parameter in Rosen’s model defined by equations 4.21 

&  Parameter in Rosen’s model defined by equations 4.21 

H1 Parameter in Rosen’s model defined by equations 4.21 

H2  Parameter in Rosen’s model defined by equations 4.21 

H1*  Parameter in Rosen’s model defined by equations 4.21 

H2*  Parameter in Rosen’s model defined by equations 4.21 

'  Parameter in Yang’s model defined by equations 4.22 

(  Parameter in Yang’s model defined by equations 4.22 

#  Parameter in Yang’s model defined by equations 4.22 

x  Parameter in Yang’s model defined by equations 4.22 

L  Differential operator acting on a set of dependent variables (y), a set of 

independent variables (x), and a set of constants (c) in equation 4.25 

 f   Forcing function usually nonlinear in equation 4.25 

Fo   Initial boundary condition in equation 4.26 

 Fk   A chosen function used in equation 4.26 

ak   The preceding coefficient of the chosen function in equation 4.26 

R   The residue function in the finite elements method 

W   Weighing function in finite element method 
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)x   Spatial grid spacing in finite differences method 

)t   Temporal grid spacing in the finite differences method 

uo   The entrance fluid velocity in Kaczmarski algorithm 

Sti   Species i Stanton number defined in equation 4.34 d 

Bii   Species i Biot number defined in equation 4.34 e 
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Chapter 5: Algorithm Execution on an Industrial Case  
5.1 Introduction 
!
The purpose of this chapter is to present the integration scheme between the developed 

algorithms and their subsequent implementation on realistic case studies. I begin by 

presenting the overall scheme for integrating the developed algorithms into a single 

framework. Following that, one case study is considered. The case study is due to Abu 

Dhabi Gas Liquefaction Company Ltd. (ADGAS) Sulfur Recovery tail gas Unit (SRU).  

For this case study, the sulfur recovery system is first described. Following, optimization 

of their adsorption system is commenced thus producing an equilibrium based minimum 

design cost.  Then, the kinetic modeling tool is used to search for a viable design point on 

the vicinity of the already established equilibrium based optimum. After that, process 

simulation is done to assess the ultimate achievable recovery with the integration of the 

unit within the SRU. Finally, a summary of the final results is presented. 

5.2 Algorithms Integration Procedure 
 
The overall optimization design framework is comprised of the optimization algorithm, 

the kinetic modeling algorithm, and information streams passing across the algorithms 

interface. Integration of the developed algorithms requires a mechanism for information 

sharing. While this step can be automated, the process of information sharing is done 

manually. Because the process is done manually, declaration of the closeness of the NPV 

of a set of specs to the optimum one is done herein by the designer judgment. The 

following points describe the procedure of algorithm integration: 

1) Inputs and constraints are fed to the optimizer. The optimization process is 

commenced and equilibrium based optimum design specifications are obtained.  
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2) The optimum equilibrium based design specs are fed into the kinetic simulator. 

The design specs are assessed for breakthrough adequacy.  

3) Vessel diameter and number of vessels are adjusted and fed to the simulator to 

evaluate realistic breakthrough times. The objective of this step is to match the 

realistic breakthrough time with the one obtained from equilibrium. 

4) If a set of design specs is found which leads to a match between the equilibrium 

chosen breakthrough time and the realistic one, then that set is identified as a 

suggested set. 

5) The suggested set is fed into the optimizer in order to assure meeting all the 

constraints. If the constraints are not met then the process is repeated starting 

from step 1. Otherwise, the constraints can be relaxed if found feasible. 

6) The net present worth of costs for the suggested set, which meets the set of 

constraints, is evaluated. If the value is sufficiently close to the one determined 

by step 1, then this point is declared as close to the realistic optimum point and 

the process ends. 

7) If the value was not found to be sufficiently close to the optimum NPV found 

from equilibrium, then the process is repeated from step one this time seeking 

another set of design specs.  

Figure 5.2 depicts the detailed process. In the coming section I implement the 

procedure in realistic case study.  
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Figure 5.1/P-82 Overall integration framework of the developed algorithms. 
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5.3 ADGAS Case Study 

5.3.1 Case Study Background 
!
Abu Dhabi Gas Liquefaction ltd. (ADGAS) was established on the 7th of September   

1971 in order to exploit Abu Dhabi offshore gas for the Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) 

market [79].  ADGAS inaugurated its first train in 1979 [79]. Following, two trains were 

added in order to match the increased production of associated gas due to oil processing 

expansions. This brought the total production of LNG from ADGAS to around 6.5 

million tons per annum. ADGAS is a joint venture limited liability company with Abu 

Dhabi National Oil Company holding 70% of its shares. Other shareholders include, 

Mitsui with a 15% share, British Petroleum with a 10% share, and TOTAL with a 5% 

share. ADGAS shares breakdown is shown in Figure 5.2 [79].   
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BP 

Figure 5.2/P-83 Shares distribution in ADGAS [79]. 
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ADGAS trains process sour gas requiring removal of acid gases (CO2 and H2S) via 

sweetening processes in order to meet LNG market spec. ADGAS SRU was built for the 

purpose of recovering sulfur from acid gas effluent of the sweetening process. ADGAS 

SRU is comprised of a conventional Claus furnace followed by a set of three catalytic 

reactors (two conventional Claus reactors plus one Super Claus reactor) each is preceded 

by a sulfur condenser and a fired-gas furnace to heat the reactor influent to the desired 

temperature [80]. Ultimate recovery of sulfur from ADGAS SRU is 99.5% [80].  To push 

the limit beyond 99.9% I propose placing the Temperature Swing Adsorption (TSA) unit 

downstream the Super Claus reactor. Specifications of the processed feed of the TSA unit 

are presented in Table 5.1 [4].  

Category ADGAS 
Temperature (oC) 150 
Pressure (kPa) 130 
Molar Flow (kmol/h) 3313.3 
Hydrogen          (kmol/h) 24.51 
Water                (kmol/h) 905.8 
CO                     (kmol/h) 38.10 
N2                      (kmol/h) 1636.3 
O2                      (kmol/h) 16.57 
CO2                   (kmol/h) 658.6 
H2S                    (kmol/h) 0.66 
SO2                    (kmol/h) 2.98 
COS                   (kmol/h) 0.33 
CS2                    (kmol/h) 0.33 
Molecular Weight (kg/kmol) 28.18 

 

The TSA unit is required to remove all produced H2S and SO2 in order to achieve the 

targeted recovery. Figure 5.2 depicts the proposed TSA system location, inputs and 

design specs of the regeneration gas system. 

 

Table 5.1/P-84 Processed feed specifications [80]. 
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5.3.2 General Inputs of the Case Study  
!
In order to test the proposed algorithm, the sorbent chosen for the TSA is the zeolite 

based CuX which was reported by Tsapatsis et al. [10]. The sorbent is sensitive to 

presence of carbon monoxide; hence in situ removal of CO is required. Adsorption 

parameters of H2S including heat of adsorption, equilibrium constant, and saturation 

capacity were all obtained from the results reported by Tsapatsis et al. [4].  Carbon 

monoxide adsorption parameters were obtained from Yang et al.!,%(- except for the heat 

of adsorption, which was obtained from results reported by Hercigonja et al.!,%)-.  Due to 

absence of adsorption data regarding SO2 in CuX, this works assumes that CuX 

adsorption behavior of SO2 can be modeled as that reported for zeolite 5A [83].   

The experimental regeneration temperature for the sorbent was obtained from results in 

[4]. Porosity of the sorbent pellet was assumed to be 0.4 while the pellet diameter was 

assumed to be 1cm. Bulk phase diffusion coefficients of the species of interest were 

Figure 5.3/P-85 TSA proposed location within ADGAS SRU. 
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determined using the Chapman–Enskog correlation assuming binary system with N2 

being the bulk phase. Sorbent solid density was assumed to be 1700 kg/m3. Heat capacity 

of the sorbent was assumed to replicate that of conventional quartz [84].  Finally, sorbent 

replacement is assumed to occur every1000 regenerations.  During that period the sorbent 

is assumed to retain its adsorption qualities. A summary of sorbent specifications is 

presented in Table 5.2.  The complete list of all inputs is presented in the spreadsheets 

enclosed within the accompanied DVD. 

Category Value 
Regeneration Temperature (oC) 450 
Pellet Porosity 0.4 
Pellet diameter (cm) 1.0 
Saturation Capacity of H2S (mmol/g) 1.2 
Saturation Capacity of SO2 (mmol/g) 1.0 
Saturation Capacity of CO  (mmol/g) 1.0 
Equilibrium Constant H2S (m3 total volume/mol) 483 
Equilibrium Constant SO2 (m3 total volume/mol) 115 
Equilibrium Constant CO (m3 total volume/mol) 4.94 
Adsorption Enthalpy H2S (kJ/mol) 60 
Adsorption Enthalpy SO2 (kJ/mol) 40 
Adsorption Enthalpy CO  (kJ/mol) 65 
Bulk phase diffusion coefficient H2S (cm2/s) 0.82 
Bulk phase diffusion coefficient SO2 (cm2/s) 0.63 
Bulk phase diffusion coefficient CO  (cm2/s) 0.97 

 

As for feed gas specifications, gas density was obtained by assuming ideal gas behavior. 

Feed gas viscosity determined via ASPEN HYSYSTM simulator prediction. Bed porosity 

was assumed to be 0.4. Vessels material of construction is carbon steel. Heat capacity of 

the steel was obtained from reference [84]. Thickness of the vessel is assumed to be 5 

mm. Density of steel was obtained from reference [85]. Extra length allocated for vessel 

internals was set at 2 meters. Air is used as the regeneration medium. Temperature 

functionality of the heat capacity of air was obtained from reference [85].  

Table 5.2/P-86 Sorbent Specifications. 
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Category Value 
Feed gas density (kmol/m3) 0.039 
Feed gas density (cP) 0.01 
Steel Density (kg/m3) 7850 
Vessel Thickness (mm) 5.0 
Bed porosity  0.4 
Extra length for internals (m) 2.0 

 

As for the economical inputs, adsorbent price was calculated based on reported price of 

AgX adsorbent from reference [86]5 taking into consideration the difference in bulk price 

of copper to that of silver.  Utility prices were obtained from personal communication 

[87].  Employed Carbon steel price is 1000 $/ton [88]. Chemical Engineering Plant Cost 

Index used to correlate prices to year 2011 is 555.5 [88]. In the calculation of the NPV, a 

discounting rate of 8% was assumed. The inflation rate of prices was assumed to be 5%. 

Design constraints employed regarding maximum pressure drop and foot print area, 

shown in Table 5.4 were assumed based on typical values considering ADGAS tail gas 

conditions and available foot print space as inferred from a field visit. Table 5.3 

summarizes those inputs.  

Category ADGAS 
CEPCI 555.5 
Sorbent Price ($/ton) 1700 
Steel Price ($/ton) 1000 
Electrical Power Cost ($/MWh) 30 
Fuel Gas Cost ($/GCal) 4.36 
Inflation rate 5% 
Discounting rate  8% 
Project life (yrs) 30 

 

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
5 AgX bulk price in reference 10 was obtained from Sigma-AldrichTM  

Table 5.3/P-87 General specifications. 

Table 5.4/P-87 Economical Inputs. 
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5.3.3 Equilibrium optimization 
!
The closed form design algorithm presented in chapter 3 was employed in assessing CuX 

adsorbent for ADGAS SRU tail gas purification. Two design scenarios were considered 

due to the sensitivity of the adsorbent towards CO. In the first case CO is removed 

through adsorption using CuX. In the second case, prior removal of CO is assumed and 

the stream is processed free of CO.  

Refer to the soft copy of design spreadsheet for a complete list of all inputs, constraints 

and design variables’ boundaries. Design constraints employed regarding maximum 

pressure drop and foot print area, shown in Table 5.5 were assumed based on typical 

values considering ADGAS tail gas conditions and available foot print space as inferred 

from a field visit.   

Constraint Category Value 

Maximum Allowable Pressure drop (kPa) 10 

ADGAS Maximum available foot print area  (m2) 100 

 

 
The inputs described previously were implemented on an Excel 2010 spreadsheet in order 

to utilize its evolutionary optimization algorithm. Important results of both design cases 

are presented in Figure 5.4 for the first design scenario and Figure 5.5 for the second 

design scenario.  For the first scenario, the optimization algorithm failed to identify a 

suitable design point that satisfies all the constraints. Relaxing the foot print area 

constraint from 100 to 1000 m2 allows locating a feasible operating point although 

breaking the established constraint. The obtained results are shown in Figure 5.2.   

Table 5.5/P-88 Design constraints. 
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Results of the second scenario are shown in Figure 5.4. A priori removal of CO has 

strong impact on the design specs and the estimated cost. Figures 5.4 and 5.5, show 

clearly the striking difference when CO is not present in the stream. An order of 

magnitude drop in the NPV is observed for both designs. Moreover the number of vessels 

required drops from 20 to 8. All the constraints are met when CO is not present. Hence, I 

recommend prior removal of CO before introducing the tail gas stream to the TSA 

unit or employment of a different sorbent insensitive to CO presence.  
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Figure 5.4/P-90 First scenario results. 

Figure 5.5/P90 Second scenario results. 
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5.3.4 Realistic Design via Kinetic Simulation 
 
This section considers the results of the second design scenario only due to the 

inadequacy of the first design case. In order to confirm the accuracy of the equilibrium 

results obtained from the optimization algorithm, the design specifications were fed into 

an equilibrium-based simulator, which neglects effects of mass transfer excluding axial 

dispersion6. The simulator finite difference scheme is incorporated from the one reported 

by Kaczmarski et al. [77].  Results of the scheme are shown in Table 5.6. Clearly, 

excellent agreement is obtained between the equilibrium simulators thus confirming the 

accuracy of the optimization algorithm results. 

 FD-Simulation Equilibrium Model %diff 
H2S 89.25 88.99 0.29 
SO2 17.47 17.65 1.02 

 

In chapter 4, I have selected the kinetic model due to Kaczmarski et al. in kinetic 

modeling of mass-ransfer limited adsorption. The model incorporates all modes of mass 

transfer with the exception of microporous diffusion. Herein, I implement the criteria 

suggested by Yang et al. [57] (equations 4.23 and 4.24), in order to assess the validity of 

neglecting surface diffusion in modeling the ADGAS case taking into account the inputs 

described in section 5.3.2. I assume a sorbent pellet diameter of 1 cm, a crystallite 

diameter of 1 µm, and a macropore diameter of 200 nm.  Bulk diffusion rates used are the 

ones presented in Table 5.1. Macropore diffusion rates are assumed to follow Knudsen 

theory (equation 4.13).  Micropore surface diffusivity of SO2 was obtained from the 

results of Teraoka etl al for CaY due to the similarity in atomic size between Copper and 

Calcium [89]. For H2S, the surface diffusivity was extrapolated from the SO2 value using 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
$!./0/1!23!45672/1!+!031!831/!9:03186293:!3:!83;/<!30!86<<!216:<0/1=!

Table 5.6/P-91 Comparison between FD-equilibrium based simulation 
and the results predicted by the equilibrium theory. 
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James Wei gas translational model [90]. Herein I assume that the difference in species 

type is captured through the molecular weight. Hence, surface diffusivity of H2S 

becomes: 

 

All the parameters are defined in chapter 4. Results of implementing Yang’s criteria are 

shown in Table 5.7. Based on those results I conclude that for the assumed parameters 

neglecting micropore diffusion is a valid assumption.  

 Parameter SO2 H2S 
Criteria 1 (4.23) Less than 1 0.002 0.002 
Criteria 2 (4.24) Less than 0 -68.6 -621 

Limiting Resistance Macropore  Macropore  
 

Following, the equilibrium based optimum specs presented in Figure 5.3 were fed into 

the kinetic simulator employing Kaczmarski et al. gridding scheme (equations 4.34 a-g). 

Obtained breakthrough times for the equilibrium model and the kinetic model are 

presented in Table 5.8. The breakthrough time herein is defined as the time on which the 

concentration of the species of interest reaches 5% of the feed value. Clearly, a 

significant reduction in breakthrough time is observed due to mass transfer limitations. 

Figures 5.6A and 5.6B depict breakthrough curves of equilibrium case and the kinetic 

modeling case.  The breakthrough time suffers a 50% decrease approximately because of 

the incorporation of mass transfer effects. Based on the analysis presented in Table 5.7 

those effects are mainly due to macropore diffusion resistances.  

! 

DS,H2S
= DS,SO2

MSO2

MH2S

Table 5.7/P-92 Application of Yangʼs criteria to identify limiting resistance. 
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 Equilibrium (hours) Kinetic (hours) %diff 
H2S 89.25 49.9 44.06 
SO2 17.47 9.58 45.16 

Table 5.8/P-93 Comparison between equilibrium and kinetic simulations prediction of 
breakthrough times. 
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Figure 5.6A/P-94 Breakthrough curves of H2S comparing kinetic 
simulation to equilibrium simulation. 
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Figure 5.6B/P-95 Breakthrough curves of SO2 comparing kinetic 
simulation to equilibrium simulation. 
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By adjusting the number of vessels, the bed length and the diameter of the each vessel 

manually, a new set of design specs was obtained which satisfies the kinetic modeling 

requirements (matching of adsorption time with the breakthrough time). The set was 

introduced into the optimization algorithm in order to assess the values of the constraints. 

Finally a valid set of design spec was obtained which satisfies the requirements of the 

kinetic simulator and the optimization constraints. Table 5.8 presents a comparison 

between the equilibrium based optimum set of design specs and the realistic design spec 

suggested. The foot print area constraint is slightly exceeded. Such minor increase in the 

constraint is considered tolerable since the constraint itself is an estimate obtained from 

field visit.  The capital investment comprising equipment cost and initial adsorbent batch 

was increased by 30% whereas the final net present increased by 50% approximately (4.3 

million USD vs. 6.5 million USD).  For detailed information the interested reader is 

referred to the spreadsheets enclosed within the accompanied DVD.   

Parameter Kinetic Equilibrium 
Mass of adsorbent (ton/vessel) 43.1 28.9 
Number of Vessels for Adsorption 5.0 4.0 
Number of Vessels for Regeneration 5.0 4.0 
T/T Length (m) 16.9 12.0 
Vessel ID (m) 1.9 1.9 
Regeneration Gas Flow (Nm3/h) 2125 1675 
Replacement of Bed every (yrs) 4.0 4.0 
Foot Print Area (m2) 100.9 82.0 
Equipment and Adsorbent Cost  (million $) 1.4 1.1 
Operating Cost ($/ton) 0.63 0.50 
NPV of costs (million $) 6.6 4.3 

 
 
 The estimated total capital cost of a Sulfur Recovery Plant achieving 99.5% conversion 

for an 800 ton/day throughput is around 175 million $ as per 2006 prices [91].  According 

to Peters, Timmerhaus and West, the main equipment cost comprise 15% to 40% of the 

Table 5.9/P-96 Final results of the feasible system. 
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fixed capital investment [61]. The proposed TSA unit capital investment will hence 

amount to 9.3 million USD on the upper limit. Thus, comprising around 6% of the total 

capital investment of the SRU. Compared to 29% for non-regenerative based processes or 

45% for regenerative based processes [2], TSA systems holds the potential of 

dramatically reducing the total cost of the sulfur recovery unit. Moreover, reported 

operating costs of the other technologies ranged between 20-25 $/ton of sulfur [2]. 

Considering the 0.63 $/ton for TSA, employment of the TSA system brings substantial 

reduction of operating cost amounting to 96% reduction.  
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5.3.5 Verification of Ultimate Recovery via Process Simulation 
!
Process simulation of ADGAS SRU was conducted using Promax II® simulator with its 

native sulfur recovery data packages. Gibbs minimization algorithms were used in 

modeling the various unit operations [92]. In those algorithms all relevant reactions are 

assumed equilibrated. Moreover, the equilibrium concentrations of all the species are 

determined by minimizing the total Gibbs energy of the whole system. The TSA unit was 

modeled as a component divider considering complete removal of all heteroatomic sulfur 

species and recycle back to the Claus furnace. Figure 5.7 presents the converged process 

flow sheet of ADGAS SRU obtained from Promax II. Simulators results matched those 

reported in the material balances obtained from Das island process department [93]. 

Table 5.9 summarizes the critical results.   

 Figure 5.7/P-98 Process flow sheet of ADGAS SRU from Promax. 
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ADGAS Category 
Simulation Actual 

Mole % H2S 0 0.01 
Mole % SO2 0.083 0.09 
Mole % CO 1.26 1.2 

 

Introduction of the TSA unit and further recycle to the Claus furnace achieved perfect 

convergence in the case of ADGAS signifying absence of accumulation of sulfur species 

upon complete recycle. The sulfur recovery obtained was 99.95% for the case ADGAS. 

Hence, the TSA unit is expected to achieve the targeted recovery of +99.9%. This result 

is confirmed by pilot plant tests of ZnO sorbent through the ELSE process7 [21]. The 

material balances of the converged simulations for ADGAS are presented in supporting 

DVD.  

5.4 Conclusions 
!
This chapter presented the integration framework of the developed algorithms and its 

subsequent implementation on ADGAS SRU case. The equilibrium based optimization 

algorithm was found effective for order of magnitude estimate as confirmed by the 

magnitude of deviation when compared to the kinetic based estimate.  Final NPV of the 

project of the course of 30 years amounted to 7.6 million USD. Further enhancement is 

envisaged if the search process is automated. Ultimate recovery predicted based on 

process simulation is 99.95% thus assuring viability of the adsorption-based technology 

as a viable route for meeting environmental regulations.  

Nomenclature (By order of appearance) 

ADGAS Abu Dhabi Gas Liquefaction Company Ltd. 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
$!&'(')!*+!,-./*')!0!(+)!1+)'!23(+)1.*2+34!

Table 5.10/P99 Critical parameters comparison between Process simulation and given data. 
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SRU Sulfur Recovery Unit 

TSA Temperature Swing Adsorption 
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Chapter 6:  Conclusions & Future Work     
6.1 Conclusions 
!

Current international regulations regarding SOx emissions require achievement of 

+99.9% conversion in Sulfur Recovery Units [1]. The available commercially applied 

options to achieve the required recovery suffer from high capital investment, high 

operating costs and large expansion of the SRU plant footprint [2]. Utilization of 

Temperature Swing Adsorption (TSA) systems as a viable option for Claus tail gas clean 

up was explored as in the ELSE process [21] but didn’t achieve commercial application 

most probably due to the absence of regenerable highly selective sorbent towards sulfur 

containing species. However, in recent years new classes of sorbents were discovered 

holding significant potential [6-8, 10]. Since complete in depth exploration of those 

classes would require significant research resources, establishment of a fast 

computational tool for screening the newly discovered sorbents would allow efficient 

utilization of research resources.  

The premise of this thesis was to develop an efficient computationally inexpensive 

framework to achieve the sought screening of new sorbents. The developed framework 

assessed the life long cost of an optimized TSA system using limited experimentally 

attainable adsorption data. The complexity of optimization of adsorption systems was 

tackled via complete decoupling of the optimization algorithm from the kinetic 

simulation algorithm. Such decoupling allowed increasing the complexity of the 

optimization problem without sacrificing the practicality of the problem.  
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In chapter 3 of thesis, I developed the optimization problem taking into consideration 

various constraints such as breakthrough times, regeneration times, pressure drop, flow 

development constraint, plant foot print among many others. To eliminate the need for 

simultaneous numerical solution of the governing equations, the algorithm utilized the 

equilibrium analytical solution suggested by Rhee et al. [19] for Langmuir adsorption. 

Since the solution is analytical, I was able to use the computationally expensive 

evolutionary optimization algorithm in order to provide wide coverage of the solution 

space. An equilibrium-based optimum is found as a result of the process.  

In chapter 4, kinetic simulation algorithms were reviewed for the purpose of finding an 

algorithm, which minimizes computationally expense of the simulation process without 

causing substantial losses of accuracy. The algorithm proposed by Kaczmarski et al. was 

found to achieve that purpose, considering its explicit nature [77, 78]. Hence, it was 

incorporated into the framework. 

 In chapter 5, I have presented the overall integration framework of the optimization 

algorithm and the chosen kinetic simulation method. Although the framework required 

manual recycling of information between the optimization algorithm and the kinetic 

simulator, this did not hinder it from being successfully applied as shown in the case of 

ADGAS SRU. In light of the work done herein, the following conclusions are drawn: 

1) Among the available options for achieving sulfur recovery of +99.9%, adsorption 

based processes holds the best potential combining prospects of low capital 

investment and low operating costs when compared to commercially applied 

technologies.  
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2) Most of the attempts conducted in optimizing adsorption systems had to 

undertake significant simplifications either in the kinetic model, in the 

optimization problem or in the optimization algorithm in order to reduce the 

computational cost. 

3) The proposed decoupling approach in this thesis bypasses the need for 

undertaking significant simplifications, thus allowing realistic optimum design of 

TSA systems. 

4) Due to the nature of the adsorption systems optimization, genetic evolution 

algorithms are more suited for TSA design. 

5)  In kinetic modeling, the Kaczmarski scheme combines low computational cost 

and good accuracy as compared to orthogonal collocation methods. However, the 

scheme excludes surface diffusion as a mode of mass transfer.  

6) The great disparity existing in experimentally determined surface diffusion 

coefficients justify exclusion of surface diffusion from the kinetic model. Thus, 

utilization of the Kaczmarski scheme is validated. 

7) The proposed integration framework generate the optimum equilibrium based 

design set using the optimization algorithm and utilize the kinetic simulator to 

assess the adequacy of the equilibrium based optimum design set.  

8) Following a recycle loop is manually established between the simulator and the 

optimizer until a design set is obtained which adheres to all the optimization and 

the kinetic constraints. If the cost is close enough to the equilibrium optima then 

that set is declared as the preferred design set.  
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9)  Implementation of the integration framework on ADGAS case resulted into an 

estimated fixed capital cost of 10 million USD as of 2011 prices. This amounts to 

approximately 6% of the total capital cost.  

10) Moreover, estimated operating costs are substantially lower comparing 0.63 $/ton 

for TSA to 20-25 $/ton of the other options [2].  

Still, there are several areas were substantial improvements are envisaged. Those are 

discussed in the upcoming section.   

6.2 Future Work 
The framework proposed in this thesis forms a complete solution set for fast screening of 

sorbents. However, several areas of improvement exist. Those improvements can be 

classified under three categories. The first category comprises improvements within the 

optimization algorithm. The second category comprises improvements within the kinetic 

simulation algorithm. The third category comprises improvements over the integration 

framework. Those improvements are discussed herein. 

6.2.1 Improvements on the Optimization Algorithm 
!
The optimization approach proposed relied on analytical models for describing the 

adsorption phenomena, thus facilitating the solution of a higher complexity problem 

while employing computationally expensive optimization algorithms. On the level of the 

adsorption model, I do not foresee any areas of improvement unless linear isotherm based 

models are viable e.g. Yang’s model [57]. Those can be beneficial for cases were linear 

isotherms pertain. 

 Additionally, in our approach I have bypassed the need to insure the attainment of cyclic 

steady state by assuming complete regeneration of the bed. Such assumption can be 
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relaxed by the inclusion of a sub-routine to the algorithm, which utilizes the equilibrium 

model solution to predict the adsorbate concentration for a specified regeneration time 

and conduct the successive substitution method until convergence is achieved. Since all 

the equations used are analytical, I do not expect a dramatic increase in the computational 

cost.   

6.2.2 Improvements on the Kinetic Simulation 

On the level of kinetic simulation I foresee a number of regions were significant 

improvements can be achieved. The first region lies in the adsorption model. The 

adsorption employed in this work is the extended Langmuir model. This model was 

employed because of its simplicity and the availability of experimental data for H2S 

adsorption in the Langmuir form. Still, the extended Langmuir model suffers from 

thermodynamic inconsistency if the sorbent do not have the same saturation capacity 

towards the adsorbing species [47].  

Other simple models can be implemented without sacrifices in the computational side 

while enhancing the accuracy of the adsorption model. For instance the generalized 

Freundlich-Langmuir model, enhance the accuracy of the extended Langmuir by 

expressing the adsorption isotherm for each species using 4 parameters instead of the 

Langmuir two parameters (equilibrium constant (K) and the saturation capacity (qs)). The 

model is described by the following equation [47]: 

 

! 

qi
* = qs,i

bi /"i( )P1/ ni

1+ bj /" j( )P1/ n j

j=1

N

#
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where qi* is the adsorbate equilibrium concentration, qsi is the saturation capacity, bi is 

the equilibrium constant on pressure basis, !i fitting parameter taking care of same 

molecule interaction and ni fitting parameter takes care of surface heterogeneity.    

Since the model is explicit, its integration into the Kaczmarski algorithm can be easily 

done without any computational sacrifices since the derivatives can be easily calculated. 

The model described by equation 6.1 is semi-empirical in the sense that it doesn’t have a 

theoretical background to support it. Still, it enhances the accuracy of the Langmuir 

model while retaining it’s explicitness.  

The second region of possible improvement lies in the employed governing equations. 

The Kaczmarski algorithm neglects surface diffusion from its framework. This reduces 

the number of equations to be solved per each species by one. In many cases surface 

diffusion effects cannot neglected; for instance when using sorbents having large crystal 

sizes or when the adsorption constant is relatively low. Having a generalized model, 

which can take any problem regardless of which mass transfer resistance is limiting, is 

greatly beneficial. For such cases, explicit methods may not be applicable due to their 

weak stability especially when evaluating second order derivatives.   

Implicit methods and orthogonal collocations are more suited for that purpose and has 

been used successfully in a number of cases; for instance in SO2 adsorption over zeolite 

5A [83], and in chromatography [66]. Those methods can greatly expand robustness of 

the simulator. However, the bottleneck will still lie in having reliable estimates of the 

surface diffusion constant. Ralph Yang recommended using breakthrough methods to 

determine those[57].   Due to absence of diffusion experimental data for the systems of 
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interest, expanding the kinetic simulator scope can be of value if done as a part of an 

integrated process where experimental and computational work are done in parallel.  

6.2.3 Improvements on the Integration Framework 

The integration framework proposed in chapter 5 relied on manual recycle of information 

between the optimizer the kinetic simulator. Attainment of the realistic optimum point is 

left to the discretion of the studier. In cases where the optimum realistic point is relatively 

close to the optimum determined via equilibrium considerations such judgment can be 

made with significant confidence. However, in some cases the realistic optimum may 

deviate substantially from the equilibrium one or may be difficult to find manually.  

In order to enhance the framework robustness towards all possible cases, I suggest 

supplementing the framework with a full-scale optimizer relying on the simultaneous 

tailoring approach using single initial guess approaches such as the reduced successive 

quadratic programming algorithm [12]. The initial guess choice in this case will be the 

optimum equilibrium point. Finally, the proposed framework herein was intended to 

tackle TSA system optimization. I propose expanding the scope of the framework in 

order to include PSA systems +/*212<.*2+34! 

6.3 Final Remarks 

Optimization of adsorption systems is a complex problem, which requires significant 

simplifications in order to attain a practical solution. The framework that is proposed in 

this thesis allows bypassing the need for significant simplifications hence expanding the 

scope of problems that can be tackled. If the improvements suggested in section 6.2 are 

fully implemented, the resulting framework will provide a solution for a wide spectrum 

of adsorption problems.  Integration of the resulting framework with a similar 
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experimental based framework is expected to allow structured and efficient design of 

adsorbents and adsorption systems.  

Nomenclature (By order of appearance) 

SRU Sulfur Recovery Unit 

qi*  Adsorbate equilibrium concentration 

qsi  Saturation capacity 

bi Equilibrium constant on pressure basis 

!i  Fitting parameter taking care of similar molecule interaction 

ni  Fitting parameter takes care of surface heterogeneity    
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)I3<@M7'!Y+[)3.G!+(!,.*.G\W2WH!06694!"%&:0;R!/4!069U0064!

%4! >+G\A-)+3+/+[G+[H! ]4H! Y4V4S4! I2'))+H! .3B! ?4J4! =(W*.*-2+[H! 6+,(1< VIU:-UL)/(3<
J-4(3<J(")1<+4-3(/<2+.<1+&U"(J#(.)"0.(<)3/+.#"-+I<+2<@MA<2.+J<-I30/".-)1<*)/<
/".()J/'!?//G2'B!,.*.G\W2W!KR!=3Z2)+31'3*.GH!06694!'$:0;R!/4!509U57$4!

"4! ,)'W/+H!^4H!'*!.G4H!A0#(.-+.<A+.L(I"<2+.<6)"0.)1<H)/<G(/0120.-W)"-+I'! L3B[W*)2.G!
_!=3Q23'')23Q!,-'12W*)\!&'W'.)A-H!066%4!($:8;R!/4!507%U50884!

564! ][1.)H! >4H! '*! .G4H! @MA< )3/+.#"-+I< LS< 9*< )I3< ?0< -+I< (4K!)I*(3< 2)0X)/-"(/'!
J2A)+/+)+[W!.3B!J'W+/+)+[W!J.*')2.GWH!06554!#(&:5U7;R!/4!50$U5774!

554! ?Q.)X.GH! ?4H! V4M4! K2'QG')H! .3B! F4=4! `2*3'\H! A-J01)"-+I< )I3< 7#"-J-W)"-+I< +2<
=.(//0.(<A&-I*<93/+.#"-+I<AS/"(J/<B/-I*<>(30K(3U7.3(.<F+3(1-I*'!L3B[W*)2.G!
_!=3Q23'')23Q!,-'12W*)\!&'W'.)A-H!066%4!():9;R!/4!070$U07874!

504! Y2.3QH! V4H! V4M4!K2'QG')H! .3B!P4S4! I+aH!A-J01)"-+I<)I3<+#"-J-W)"-+I<+2< #.(//0.(U
/&-I*< )3/+.#"-+I< /S/"(J/< 2+.< )-.< /(#).)"-+I'! ?L,-=! Y+[)3.GH! 06674!(*:9;R! /4!
5586U559$4!

574! ,)[<H! >4H! I4^4! J.Q.G-b'WH! .3B! ?4! J'3B'WH! 7I< "!(< +#"-J-W)"-+I< +2< KSK1-K<
)3/+.#"-+I</(#).)"-+I<#.+K(//(/'!?L,-=!Y+[)3.GH!06694!'#:9;R!/4!57$$U57"94!

584! ,)[<H! >4H! '*! .G4H!?SK1-K< )3/+.#"-+I< /(#).)"-+I< #.+K(//(/$< )I)1S/-/< /".)"(*S< )I3<
+#"-J-W)"-+I< #.+K(30.('! ,-'12A.G! =3Q23'')23Q! FA2'3A'H! 06674! '):58;R! /4!
7587U759%4!

594! ^23QH! c4H! ^4! M4! ,)+(*H! .3B!J4^4! V'P.3H!=(.-+3-K< /")"(/< +2< )3/+.#"-+I< KSK1(/< 58'<
G-.(K"< +#"-J-W)"-+I'! ,-'12A.G! =3Q23'')23Q! FA2'3A'H! 06604! '$:05;R! /4! 8905U
89754!

5#4! ]+H! ^4H! &4! F2)2X.)B.3'H! .3B! V4M4! K2'QG')H! 7#"-J-W)"-+I< +2< )< =.(//0.(UA&-I*<
93/+.#"-+I< =.+K(//< B/-I*< V(+1-"(< YZ[< 2+.< ?7M< A(\0(/".)"-+I'! L3B[W*)2.G! _!
=3Q23'')23Q!,-'12W*)\!&'W'.)A-H!06604!(":0;R!/4!77"U78%4!

5$4! Y2.3QH!V4H!P4S4!I+aH!.3B!V4M4!K2'QG')H!A-J01)"-+I<)I3<+#"-J)1<3(/-*I<+2<J01"-#1(U
L(3<#.(//0.(</&-I*<)3/+.#"-+I</S/"(J/'!?L,-=!Y+[)3.GH!06684!'+:55;R!/4!0"68U
0"5$4!
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5%4! F.3d.).).+H!K4!.3B!F4]4!S[/*.H!F01"-U7LX(K"-,(<7#"-J-W)"-+I<+2<=.(//0.(<A&-I*<
93/+.L(./< 2+.< 9-.< A(#).)"-+I'! L3B[W*)2.G! _! =3Q23'')23Q! ,-'12W*)\! &'W'.)A-H!
066$4!(&:55;R!/4!7$95U7$#94!

5"4! &-''H! N4U]4H! &4! ?)2WH! .3B! e4&4! ?1[3BW+3H!7I< "!(< :!(+.S< +2< F01"-K+J#+I(I"<
?!.+J)"+*.)#!S'!>-2G+W+/-2A.G!M).3W.A*2+3W!+(!*-'!&+\.G!F+A2'*\!+(!V+3B+34!
F')2'W!?H!J.*-'1.*2A.G!.3B!>-\W2A.G!FA2'3A'WH!5"$64!"&$:55%0;R!/4!85"U8994!

064! T2d2/'B2.4!!""#$%%(I'&-]-#(3-)'+.*%&-]-%?1)0/^#.+K(//4!!55U58U0655E4!
054! ]+-GH!?4! .3B!&4!e2'GW'3H!H9A<=B>5D5?9:5764! I2(*-!'B4!P+G4! 54!5""$H!N+[W*+3R!

S[G(!>[DG2W-23Q!,+1/.3\4!57"$4!

004! e'GG2+**4! !""#$%%&&&'I(11-+""'3(J+I'K+'0]%K+J#)IS%K1)0/'!"J14! ! @A2*'B! 0655!
0655U06U56E4!

074! S).\H!J4&4!.3B!T4c4!FZ)A'dH!74S*(I<0/(<-I<?1)0/</01#!0.<#1)I"/5"%54!J'B2[1R!
Of!F2<'R!>.Q'WR!K45UK4764!

084! ?3+3\1+[WH! 74S*(I< (I.-K!J(I"< (I!)IK(/< #1)I"< #(.2+.J)IK('! F[G/-[)H!
5""9:085;4!

094! S>F?H!S4>4F4?4H!A0120.<>(K+,(.SH!23!H=A9<;I*-I((.-I*<G)")<O++]H!S>F?4!
0#4! ,G.)dH!>4^4!23!A7H9:<=.+K((3-I*/UQ+.]/!+#4!06694!?D[!^-.D2!g?=4!
0$4! VgLeFM&?H! =4?4! .3B! >4=4! ^hN?=e=H! ?)")1S/"< )33(3< "+< ?1)0/< 20.I)K(< .(30K(/<

/0120.<1+//(/4!P+G4!#%4!5"%"H!N+[W*+3H!MOH!=M?MFUgeLFR!S[G(4!
0%4! ,G.)dH! >4^4H! e4L4! ^+XG23QH! .3B! J4! N[.3QH! ?+I,(./-+I< +2< ?AM< )I3< ?7A< +,(.<

)10J-I)< )I3< "-")I-)< 0I3(.< ?1)0/< #.+K(//< K+I3-"-+I/$< .()K"-+I< &-"!< @M7< )I3<
A7M'!?//G2'B!,.*.G\W2W!KR!=3Z2)+31'3*.GH!06654!%#:0;R!/4!56$U5504!

0"4! =GW3')H!J4>4H!'*!.G4H!:!(<?1)0/<#.+K(//$<"()K!-I*<)I<+13<3+*<I(&<".-K]/'!,.*.G\W2W!
M+B.\H!06674!$*,)+R!/4!8%$U8"84!

764! J+33')\H! T4^4H! T4c4! FZ)A'dH! .3B! V4?4! K'-2'H! F+3(11-I*< "!(< J+3-2-(3< K1)0/<
#.+K(//< .()K"-+I< 20.I)K(< )I3< "!(< -J#1-K)"-+I/< +I< #1)I"< 3(/-*I< )I3< .(K+,(.S'!
M-'!,.3.B2.3!Y+[)3.G!+(!,-'12A.G!=3Q23'')23QH!5""74!$#:9;R!/4!$55U$084!

754...,-2\+B.4!""#$%%&&&'K!-S+3)K+.#'K+J%"(K!I+1+*S%(I%0#/".()J^*)/#.+K(//-I*
%")-1^*)/^".()"-I*^"*"'!"J14!!@A2*'B!0655!55U58U0655E4!

704! FX.21H!^4,4H!:!(<A!(11<?1)0/<722*)/<:.()"-I*<_A?7:`<=.+K(//H!23!A0120.<>(J+,)1<
)I3<>(K+,(.S5"$9H!?J=&L,?e!,N=JL,?V!FC,L=Mc4!/4!555U55"4!

774! Y.Q.33.*-.3!e4!L\'3Q.)H!^4>4H!&+D')*!K4!I'B2A-H!A0120.<>(K+,(.S<=1)I"<:)-1<H)/<
:.()"J(I"<=.+K(//H!=4!J+D2GH!=B2*+)!0665R!gF?4!

784! &.1'W-32H!J4!A(1(K"-+I<?.-"(.-)<2+.<?1)0/<:)-1<H)/<:.()"-I*<=.+K(//(/4!
794! S+)B+3H! I4! !""#$%%&&&'-K-/#.-K-I*'K+J%-1^/!).(3%A)J#1(/%A0L=)*(YaM')/#4!

0655!!@A2*'B!0655!55U58U0655E4!

7#4! ]+WA2'G3dH!^4H!'*!.G4!C+&<?+/"<)I3<>(1-)L1(<A0120.<>(K+,(.S4!06654!
7$4! J23UNW2[3H!V4!.3B!>4M4!>'3B')Q).(*H!A0120.<>(K+,(.S<=.+K(//<B/-I*<F(")1<74-3(<

9L/+.L(I"H!5"%"R!gF?4!
7%4! K[A-.3.3H! Y4F4H! '*!.G4H!>(*(I(.)L1(<A+1-3<A+.L(I"/< 2+.<?1)0/<:)-1*)/<?1()I0#$b9<

:.()"J(I"< =.+K(//< 2+.< "!(< ?)")1S"-K< >(J+,)1< +2< A7M< )I3< @MA'! L3B[W*)2.G! _!
=3Q23'')23Q!,-'12W*)\!&'W'.)A-H!5""#4!%':%;R!/4!08"9U08""4!

7"4! F*')3H! ^4V4H! '*! .G4H! :!(< F+L-1< 7-1< A74< :.()"J(I"< =.+K(//< _F7A:`'< ?)")1S"-K<
.(J+,)1<+2<A74<)I3<@MA<2.+J<.(2-I(.S<")-1*)/'!,.*.G\W2W!M+B.\H!06664!'':7;R!/4!
755U75#4!
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864! ^+3! T4! S)''3H! &4N4>4H! =(..Sc/< ?!(J-K)1< ;I*-I((.c/< @)I3L++]4! %*-! =B2*2+3!
'B066$R!JA!S).X!N2GG4!

854! ?GT.-'B2H!?4J4H!>0&)-/<D(."-1-W(.<5I30/".-(/<_D;>:5C`H!06554!
804! ]+H!^4!.3B!L4!J++3H!F01"-+LX(K"-,(<7#"-J-W)"-+I<+2<?SK1-K<93/+.#"-+I<=.+K(//(/'!

L3B[W*)2.G!_!=3Q23'')23Q!,-'12W*)\!&'W'.)A-H!06604!(#:5;R!/4!"7U5684!
874! ^23QH! c4H! ^4M4! ,)+(*H! .3B!J4^4! V'P.3H! =(.-+3-K< /")"(/< +2< )3/+.#"-+I< KSK1(/< 58'<

G-.(K"< +#"-J-W)"-+I'! ,-'12A.G! =3Q23'')23Q! FA2'3A'H! 06604! '$:05;R! /4! 8905U
89754!
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8#4! e2GA-.3H! F4! .3B! ,4,4! >.3*'G2B'WH! 7I< "!(< 7#"-J-/)"-+I< +2< =(.-+3-K< 93/+.#"-+I<
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5""64!(':";R!/4!0%77U0%804!
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(#:";R!/4!%77U%984!

994! T[3B')H!Y4H!@+&<"+<3(/-*I<)<I)"0.)1<*)/<3.-(.'!C2G!.3B!S.WH!5"#04!
9#4! J.<<+**2H! J4H! S4! F*+)*2H! .3B! J4! J+)D2B'GG2H! A!+K]< 1)S(.< )I)1S/-/< -I<

J01"-K+J#+I(I"< K!.+J)"+*.)#!S< )I3< K+0I"(.K0..(I"< )3/+.#"-+I'! ,-'12A.G!
=3Q23'')23Q!FA2'3A'H!5""84!(*:";R!/4!577$U57994!

9$4! c.3QH!&4M4H!H9A<A;=9>9:576<OE<9GA7>=:576<=>7?;AA;A4!F')2'W!+3!,-'12A.G!
=3Q23'')23QH!'B4!&4M4!c.3Q4!P+G4!54!5""$H!V+3B+3R!L1/')2.G!,+GG'Q'!>)'WW4!7904!

9%4...!""#$%%K+(I'L+-/(/")"('(30%/.-3!).%K+0./(/%D10-3F(K!%?!)#d^;6H>ZZe^8M'#3
24!0655!!@A2*'B!0655!6$U67U0655E4!
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9"4! &[*-Z.3H! ^4J4H! =>56?5=C;A< 7D< 9GA7>=:576< N< 9GA7>=:576< =>7?;AA;A4! 5!
'B5"%8R!T2G'\!L3*')WA2'3A'4!8794!

#64! &&&'J)"K!('K+J%;\0-#?+/"%8(//(1'!"J4!0655!!@A2*'B!0655!6$U55U0655E4!
#54! >'*')WH!J4F4H!]4^4!M211')-.[WH!.3B!&4=4!T'W*H!=1)I"<G(/-*I<)I3<;K+I+J-K/<2+.<

?!(J-K)1<;I*-I((./4!9!'B0667R!JA!S).X!N2GG4!"%%4!
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,?JK&L^S=4!

#84! &-''H!N4U]4H!e4&4!?1[3BW+3H!.3B!&4>4!V'X2WH!A!+K]<1)S(.<)I)1S/-/<+2<)3-)L)"-K<
)3/+.#"-+I< -I< 2-4(3< L(3/< &-"!< )4-)1< 3-/#(./-+I'! M-'! ,-'12A.G! =3Q23'')23Q!
Y+[)3.GH!5"%04!"%:0;R!/4!5#$U5$#4!

#94! V23H!K4H!'*!.G4H!A!+K]<1)S(.<)I)1S/-/<2+.<)</-I*1(UK+J#+I(I"<-I<#.(#).)"-,(<(10"-+I<
K!.+J)"+*.)#!S'!Y+[)3.G!+(!,-)+1.*+Q)./-\!?H!5""94!$+):5;R!/4!5U504!

##4! ].A<1.)Wd2H! ]4H! '*! .G4H! F+3(1-I*< 2-4(3UL(3< )3/+.#"-+I< K+10JI/< "!.+0*!<
+."!+*+I)1< K+11+K)"-+I/< +I< J+,-I*< 2-I-"(< (1(J(I"/'! ,+1/[*')W! _! ,-'12A.G!
=3Q23'')23QH!5""$4!"#:#;R!/4!#85U##64!

#$4! T.d.+H!e4!.3B!M4!I[3.<d)2H!;22(K"<+2<210-3<3-/#(./-+I<K+(22-K-(I"/<+I<#)."-K1(U"+U
210-3< J)//< ".)I/2(.< K+(22-K-(I"/< -I< #)K](3< L(3/$< ?+..(1)"-+I< +2< /!(.&++3<
I0JL(./'!,-'12A.G!=3Q23'')23Q!FA2'3A'H!5"$%4!%%:56;R!/4!57$9U57%84!

#%4! ^[DD'GB.1H!^4H! '*! .G4H!F+1(K01).< /-J01)"-+I<+2< 1+)3-I*U3(#(I3(I"<3-220/-+I< -I<
I)I+#+.+0/< J)"(.-)1/< 0/-I*< (4"(I3(3< 3SI)J-K)11S< K+..(K"(3< ".)I/-"-+I< /")"(<
"!(+.S'!M-'!Y+[)3.G!+(!,-'12A.G!>-\W2AWH!0669:500;4!

#"4! S.)QH!^4&4!.3B!^4J4!&[*-Z'3H!:!(<#(.2+.J)IK(<+2<J+1(K01).< /-(,(<)3/+.#"-+I<
K+10JI/$< /S/"(J/< &-"!< J-K.+#+.(< 3-220/-+I< K+I".+1'! ,-'12A.G! =3Q23'')23Q!
FA2'3A'H!5"$84!"*:0;R!/4!9$5U9%54!

$64! c[A'GH!N4!.3B!^4J4!&[*-Z'3H!G-220/-+I<-I<f9<W(+1-"('<A"03S<+2<"!(<(22(K"<+2<K.S/")1<
/-W('! Y+[)3.G! +(! *-'! ,-'12A.G! F+A2'*\H! I.).B.\! M).3W.A*2+3W! 5R! >-\W2A.G!
,-'12W*)\!23!,+3B'3W'B!>-.W'WH!5"%64!$&R!/4!#6U$64!

$54! ,'3H! >4V4! .3B! &4M4! c.3QH! 9I)1S"-K< /+10"-+I< 2+.< )3/+.L(.< L.()]"!.+0*!< K0.,(/<
&-"!< L-3-/#(./(< /+.L(I"/< _W(+1-"(/`'! ?L,-=! Y+[)3.GH! 5"%#4! %":56;R! /4! 5#79U
5#854!
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Appendix 1-A  Equilibrium Code      
!
%This code conduct numerical simulation of the equilibrium 
%model using the extended langmuir adsorption model for 
%three species assuming ideal gas behavior for the gas 
phase 
n=input('Enter the number of species involved '); 
tot=input('Enter the value of the total time for the 
simulation   '); 
for i=1:n 
    Cx(i)=input('Enter the saturation capacity of the 
adsorbent towards species i in mmol/g  '); 
    Yin(i)=input('Enter the inlet molefraction of species i  
'); 
    K(i)=input('Enter the value of the equilibrium constant 
for species  i   '); 
    Df(i)=input('Enter the value of the gas phase diffusion 
coefficient of species i cm^2/s  ');  
end 
%Enter the flow properties  
F=input('Enter the flowrate of the inlet stream in kmol/h  
'); 
P=input('Enter the pressure of the inlet stream in Pa   '); 
T=input ('Enter the temperature of the inlet stream in 
degress celsius    '); 
V=input('Enter the viscosity of the inlet stream in cP    
'); 
rhugas=input('Enter the value of the gas density of in 
kg/m^3 '); 
dp=input('Enter the value of the particle diameter in m '); 
%Enter the bed properties: Length, diameter, density, void 
fraction  
e=input(' Enter the value of the void fraction '); 
a=1/e; 
rhu=input ('Enter the value of the solid density of the 
adsorbent in kg/m^3 '); 
L=input ('Enter the length of the bed in meters '); 
D=input ('Enter the diameter of the bed in meters '); 
u=4*F*8.314*(273.15+T)/(e*P*3.6*pi*D^2); 
Re=rhugas*u*dp/(V*10^-3); 
for i=1:n 
Sc(i)=V*(10^-3)/(rhugas*Df(i)*10^-4); 
DL(i)=Df(i)*(10^-4/e)*(20+0.5*Sc(i)*Re); 
end 
X=1; 
for i=1:n 
    C(i)=Yin(i)*P/(8.314*(273.15+T)); 
    Qs(i)=Cx(i)*rhu*(1-e); 
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end 
Nt=150; 
Nx=2000; 
dxA=2*DL(1)/(u); 
dxB=2*DL(2)/(u); 
dxC=2*DL(3)/(u); 
dtA=(dxA/u)*(1+K(1)*Qs(1)/e)*2.0; 
dtB=(dxB/u)*(1+K(2)*Qs(2)/e)*2.0; 
dtC=(dxC/u)*(1+K(3)*Qs(3)/e)*2.0; 
for j=1:Nx 
    LengthA(j)=j*dxA-dxA; 
    LengthB(j)=j*dxB-dxB; 
    LengthC(j)=j*dxC-dxC; 
    for i=1:Nt 
        timeA(i)=i*dtA-dtA; 
        timeB(i)=i*dtB-dtB; 
        timeC(i)=i*dtC-dtC; 
        if i==1 
            if j==1 
                CA(i,j)=C(1); 
                CB(i,j)=C(2); 
                CC(i,j)=C(3); 
            elseif j<Nx 
                CA(i,j)=0; 
                CB(i,j)=0; 
                CC(i,j)=0; 
                QA1=Qs(1)*K(1)*CA(i,j-1)/(1+K(1)*CA(i,j-
1)+K(2)*CB(i,j-1)+K(3)*CC(i,j-1)); 
                QB1=Qs(2)*K(2)*CB(i,j-1)/(1+K(1)*CA(i,j-
1)+K(2)*CB(i,j-1)+K(3)*CC(i,j-1)); 
                QC1=Qs(3)*K(3)*CC(i,j-1)/(1+K(1)*CA(i,j-
1)+K(2)*CB(i,j-1)+K(3)*CC(i,j-1)); 
                QA2=Qs(1)*K(1)*CA(i+1,j-
1)/(1+K(1)*CA(i+1,j-1)+K(2)*CB(i+1,j-1)+K(3)*CC(i+1,j-1)); 
                QB2=Qs(2)*K(2)*CB(i+1,j-
1)/(1+K(1)*CA(i+1,j-1)+K(2)*CB(i+1,j-1)+K(3)*CC(i+1,j-1)); 
                QC2=Qs(3)*K(3)*CC(i+1,j-
1)/(1+K(1)*CA(i+1,j-1)+K(2)*CB(i+1,j-1)+K(3)*CC(i+1,j-1)); 
                CA(i+1,j)=((dxA/u)*((CA(i,j-1)-CA(i+1,j-
1))/dtA+X*(QA1-QA2)/(e*dtA)))+CA(i+1,j-1); 
                CB(i+1,j)=((dxB/u)*((CB(i,j-1)-CB(i+1,j-
1))/dtB+X*(QB1-QB2)/(e*dtB)))+CB(i+1,j-1); 
                CC(i+1,j)=((dxC/u)*((CC(i,j-1)-CC(i+1,j-
1))/dtC+X*(QC1-QC2)/(e*dtC)))+CC(i+1,j-1); 
            else 
                CA(i,j)=0; 
                CB(i,j)=0; 
                CC(i,j)=0; 
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            end 
        else 
            if j==1 
                CA(i,j)=C(1); 
                CB(i,j)=C(2); 
                CC(i,j)=C(3); 
            elseif i<Nt 
                QA1=Qs(1)*K(1)*CA(i,j-1)/(1+K(1)*CA(i,j-
1)+K(2)*CB(i,j-1)+K(3)*CC(i,j-1)); 
                QB1=Qs(2)*K(2)*CB(i,j-1)/(1+K(1)*CA(i,j-
1)+K(2)*CB(i,j-1)+K(3)*CC(i,j-1)); 
                QC1=Qs(3)*K(3)*CC(i,j-1)/(1+K(1)*CA(i,j-
1)+K(2)*CB(i,j-1)+K(3)*CC(i,j-1)); 
                QA2=Qs(1)*K(1)*CA(i+1,j-
1)/(1+K(1)*CA(i+1,j-1)+K(2)*CB(i+1,j-1)+K(3)*CC(i+1,j-1)); 
                QB2=Qs(2)*K(2)*CB(i+1,j-
1)/(1+K(1)*CA(i+1,j-1)+K(2)*CB(i+1,j-1)+K(3)*CC(i+1,j-1)); 
                QC2=Qs(3)*K(3)*CC(i+1,j-
1)/(1+K(1)*CA(i+1,j-1)+K(2)*CB(i+1,j-1)+K(3)*CC(i+1,j-1)); 
                CA(i+1,j)=(dxA/u)*((CA(i,j-1)-CA(i+1,j-
1))/dtA+X*(QA1-QA2)/(e*dtA))+CA(i+1,j-1); 
                CB(i+1,j)=(dxB/u)*((CB(i,j-1)-CB(i+1,j-
1))/dtB+X*(QB1-QB2)/(e*dtB))+CB(i+1,j-1); 
                CC(i+1,j)=(dxC/u)*((CC(i,j-1)-CC(i+1,j-
1))/dtC+X*(QC1-QC2)/(e*dtC))+CC(i+1,j-1); 
            else 
                CA(i,j)=CA(i,j); 
                CB(i,j)=CB(i,j); 
                CC(i,j)=CC(i,j); 
            end 
        end 
    end 
end 
plot(timeA,CA(1:Nt,Nx),timeB,CB(1:Nt,Nx),timeC,CC(1:Nt,Nx)) 
!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

Appendix 1-B  Kinetic Code       
!
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clc 
clear 
%This code conduct numerical simulation of the Adsorbtion 
process assoicated with mass transfer processes using the 
%extended langmuir adsorption isotherm for two species 
assuming 
%ideal gas behavior for the gas phase and employing a 
resistances in series 
%approach for modeling mass transfer effects. The FD scheme 
and griding 
%scheme were incorporated from Kaczmarski Antos Computers 
chem Engng Vol 20 No.11. 
n=input('Enter the number of species involved '); 
for i=1:n 
    Cx(i)=input('Enter the saturation capacity of the 
adsorbent towards species i in mmol/g  '); 
    Yin(i)=input('Enter the inlet molefraction of species i  
'); 
    K(i)=input('Enter the value of the equilibrium constant 
for species  i   '); 
    Df(i)=input('Enter the value of the gas phase molecular 
diffusion coefficient of species i cm^2/s  '); 
end 
%Enter the flow properties  
F=input('Enter the flowrate of the inlet stream in kmol/h  
'); 
P=input('Enter the pressure of the inlet stream in Pa   '); 
T=input ('Enter the temperature of the inlet stream in 
degress celsius    '); 
V=input('Enter the viscosity of the inlet stream in cP    
'); 
rhugas=input('Enter the value of the gas density of in 
kg/m^3 '); 
dp=input('Enter the value of the particle diameter in m '); 
%Enter the bed properties: Length, diameter, density, void 
fraction  
e=input(' Enter the value of the void fraction of the bed 
'); 
ep=input(' Enter the value of the void fraction of each 
pellet  '); 
a=1/e; 
rhu=input ('Enter the value of the solid density of the 
adsorbent in kg/m^3 '); 
L=input ('Enter the length of the bed in meters '); 
D=input ('Enter the diameter of the bed in meters '); 
u=4*F*8.314*(273.15+T)/(e*P*3.6*pi*D^2); 
Re=rhugas*u*dp*e/(V*10^-3); 
for i=1:n 
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Sc(i)=V*(10^-3)/(rhugas*Df(i)*10^-4); 
DL(i)=Df(i)*(10^-4/e)*(20+0.5*Sc(i)*Re);% From R.T. Yang 
book 
kmass(i)=(Df(i)*10^-4/dp)*(2+0.6*Sc(i)^0.3333*Re^0.5);% 
same thing 
De(i)=Df(i)*ep*10^-4/3; 
Bi(i)=kmass(i)*dp/(2*De(i)); 
St(i)=6*kmass(i)/(dp);% From FD paper 
end 
X=1; 
for i=1:n 
    C(i)=Yin(i)*P/(8.314*(273.15+T)); 
    Qs(i)=Cx(i)*rhu*(1-ep); 
end 
Nt=150; 
Nx=2000; 
dxA=2*X*DL(1)/(u); 
dxB=2*X*DL(2)/(u); 
dtA=(dxA/(u))*(1+K(1)*Qs(1)/e)*2.9; 
dtB=(dxB/(u))*(1+K(2)*Qs(2)/e)*2.9; 
St1=St(1); 
St2=St(2); 
Bi1=Bi(1); 
Bi2=Bi(2); 
K1=K(1); 
K2=K(2); 
Qs1=Qs(1); 
Qs2=Qs(2); 
for j=1:Nx 
    LengthA(j)=j*dxA-dxA; 
    LengthB(j)=j*dxB-dxB; 
    for i=1:Nt 
        timeA(i)=i*dtA-dtA; 
        timeB(i)=i*dtB-dtB; 
        if i==1 
            if j==1 
                CA(i,j)=C(1); 
                CB(i,j)=C(2); 
                CAP(i,j)=0; 
                CBP(i,j)=0; 
            elseif j<Nx 
                CA(i,j)=0; 
                CB(i,j)=0; 
                CAP(i,j)=0; 
                CBP(i,j)=0; 
                
QA=Qs(1)*K(1)*CAP(i,j)/(1+K(1)*CAP(i,j)+K(2)*CBP(i,j)); 
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QB=Qs(2)*K(2)*CBP(i,j)/(1+K(1)*CAP(i,j)+K(2)*CBP(i,j)); 
                CA(i+1,j)=CA(i+1,j-1)-
(dxA/u)*((1/dtA)*(CA(i+1,j-1)-CA(i,j-1))+((1-
e)/e)*(St(1)/(1+Bi1/5))*(CA(i+1,j-1)-CAP(i+1,j-1))); 
                CB(i+1,j)=CB(i+1,j-1)-
(dxB/u)*((1/dtB)*(CB(i+1,j-1)-CB(i,j-1))+((1-
e)/e)*(St(2)/(1+Bi2/5))*(CB(i+1,j-1)-CBP(i+1,j-1))); 
                CAI=CA(i+1,j); 
                CBI=CB(i+1,j); 
                CAPI=CAP(i,j); 
                CBPI=CBP(i,j); 
                x(1,1)=CAP(i,j-1);x(2,1)=CBP(i,j-
1);x(3,1)=QA;x(4,1)=QB; 
                error=1; 
                iter=0; 
                while error>0.0001 
                    F(1,1)=x(1,1)-
CAI+((1+Bi1/5)/(St1*dtA))*(ep*(x(1,1)-CAPI)+(x(3,1)-QA)); 
                    F(2,1)=x(2,1)-
CBI+((1+Bi2/5)/(St2*dtB))*(ep*(x(2,1)-CBPI)+(x(4,1)-QB)); 
                    F(3,1)=x(3,1)-
Qs1*K1*x(1,1)/(1+K1*x(1,1)+K2*x(2,1)); 
                    F(4,1)=x(4,1)-
Qs2*K2*x(2,1)/(1+K1*x(1,1)+K2*x(2,1)); 
                    
R(1,1)=1+((1+Bi1/5)/(St1*dtA))*ep*x(1,1); 
                    R(1,2)=0; 
                    R(1,3)=(1+Bi1/5)/(St1*dtA); 
                    R(1,4)=0; 
                    R(2,1)=0; 
                    
R(2,2)=1+((1+Bi2/5)/(St2*dtB))*ep*x(2,1); 
                    R(2,3)=0; 
                    R(2,4)=(1+Bi2/5)/(St2*dtB); 
                    R(3,1)=-
(x(2,1)*K(1)*K(2)+K(1))*Qs1/(x(2,1)^2*K(2)^2+(2*x(1,1)*x(2,
1)*K(1)+2*x(2,1))*K(2)+x(1,1)^2*K(1)^2+2*x(1,1)*K(1)+1); 
                    
R(3,2)=x(1,1)*K(1)*K(2)*Qs1/(x(2,1)^2*K(2)^2+(2*x(1,1)*x(2,
1)*K(1)+2*x(2,1))*K(2)+x(1,1)^2*K(1)^2+2*x(1,1)*K(1)+1); 
                    R(3,3)=1; 
                    R(3,4)=0; 
                    
R(4,1)=x(2,1)*K(1)*K(2)*Qs2/(x(2,1)^2*K(2)^2+(2*x(1,1)*x(2,
1)*K(1)+2*x(2,1))*K(2)+x(1,1)^2*K(1)^2+2*x(1,1)*K(1)+1); 
                    R(4,2)=-
(x(1,1)*K(1)*K(2)+K(2))*Qs2/(x(2,1)^2*K(2)^2+(2*x(1,1)*x(2,
1)*K(1)+2*x(2,1))*K(2)+x(1,1)^2*K(1)^2+2*x(1,1)*K(1)+1); 
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                    R(4,3)=0; 
                    R(4,4)=1; 
                    M=-1*F; 
                    delta=linsolve(R,M); 
                    xo=delta+x; 
                    error=max(abs(delta))/min(x); 
                    x=xo; 
                    iter=iter+1 
                    if iter==1000 
                        break 
                    end 
                end 
                CAP(i+1,j)=x(1,1); 
                CBP(i+1,j)=x(2,1); 
            else 
                CA(i,j)=0; 
                CB(i,j)=0; 
                CAP(i,j)=0; 
                CBP(i,j)=0; 
            end 
        elseif i>1 
            if j==1 
                CA(i,j)=C(1); 
                CB(i,j)=C(2); 
                CAP(i,j)=C(1); 
                CBP(i,j)=C(2); 
            elseif j>1&&i<Nt 
                
QA=Qs(1)*K(1)*CAP(i,j)/(1+K(1)*CAP(i,j)+K(2)*CBP(i,j)); 
                
QB=Qs(2)*K(2)*CBP(i,j)/(1+K(1)*CAP(i,j)+K(2)*CBP(i,j)); 
                CA(i+1,j)=CA(i+1,j-1)-
(dxA/u)*((1/dtA)*(CA(i+1,j-1)-CA(i,j-1))+((1-
e)/e)*(St(1)/(1+Bi1/5))*(CA(i+1,j-1)-CAP(i+1,j-1))); 
                CB(i+1,j)=CB(i+1,j-1)-
(dxB/u)*((1/dtB)*(CB(i+1,j-1)-CB(i,j-1))+((1-
e)/e)*(St(2)/(1+Bi2/5))*(CB(i+1,j-1)-CBP(i+1,j-1))); 
                CAI=CA(i+1,j); 
                CBI=CB(i+1,j); 
                CAPI=CAP(i,j); 
                CBPI=CBP(i,j); 
                x(1,1)=CAP(i,j-1);x(2,1)=CBP(i,j-
1);x(3,1)=QA;x(4,1)=QB; 
                error=1; 
                iter=0; 
                while error>0.0001 
                    F(1,1)=x(1,1)-
CAI+((1+Bi1/5)/(St1*dtA))*(ep*(x(1,1)-CAPI)+(x(3,1)-QA)); 
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                    F(2,1)=x(2,1)-
CBI+((1+Bi2/5)/(St2*dtB))*(ep*(x(2,1)-CBPI)+(x(4,1)-QB)); 
                    F(3,1)=x(3,1)-
Qs1*K1*x(1,1)/(1+K1*x(1,1)+K2*x(2,1)); 
                    F(4,1)=x(4,1)-
Qs2*K2*x(2,1)/(1+K1*x(1,1)+K2*x(2,1)); 
                    
R(1,1)=1+((1+Bi1/5)/(St1*dtA))*ep*x(1,1); 
                    R(1,2)=0; 
                    R(1,3)=(1+Bi1/5)/(St1*dtA); 
                    R(1,4)=0; 
                    R(2,1)=0; 
                    
R(2,2)=1+((1+Bi2/5)/(St2*dtB))*ep*x(2,1); 
                    R(2,3)=0; 
                    R(2,4)=(1+Bi2/5)/(St2*dtB); 
                    R(3,1)=-
(x(2,1)*K(1)*K(2)+K(1))*Qs1/(x(2,1)^2*K(2)^2+(2*x(1,1)*x(2,
1)*K(1)+2*x(2,1))*K(2)+x(1,1)^2*K(1)^2+2*x(1,1)*K(1)+1); 
                    
R(3,2)=x(1,1)*K(1)*K(2)*Qs1/(x(2,1)^2*K(2)^2+(2*x(1,1)*x(2,
1)*K(1)+2*x(2,1))*K(2)+x(1,1)^2*K(1)^2+2*x(1,1)*K(1)+1); 
                    R(3,3)=1; 
                    R(3,4)=0; 
                    
R(4,1)=x(2,1)*K(1)*K(2)*Qs2/(x(2,1)^2*K(2)^2+(2*x(1,1)*x(2,
1)*K(1)+2*x(2,1))*K(2)+x(1,1)^2*K(1)^2+2*x(1,1)*K(1)+1); 
                    R(4,2)=-
(x(1,1)*K(1)*K(2)+K(2))*Qs2/(x(2,1)^2*K(2)^2+(2*x(1,1)*x(2,
1)*K(1)+2*x(2,1))*K(2)+x(1,1)^2*K(1)^2+2*x(1,1)*K(1)+1); 
                    R(4,3)=0; 
                    R(4,4)=1; 
                    M=-1*F; 
                    delta=linsolve(R,M); 
                    xo=delta+x; 
                    error=max(abs(delta))/min(x); 
                    x=xo; 
                    iter=iter+1 
                    if iter==1000 
                        break 
                    end 
                end 
                CAP(i+1,j)=x(1); 
                CBP(i+1,j)=x(2); 
            elseif i==Nt&&j>1 
                CA(i,j)=CA(i,j); 
                CB(i,j)=CB(i,j); 
                CAP(i,j)=CAP(i,j); 
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                CBP(i,j)=CBP(i,j); 
            elseif j==Nx&&i>1 
                CA(i,j)=CA(i,j); 
                CB(i,j)=CB(i,j); 
                CAP(i,j)=CAP(i,j); 
                CBP(i,j)=CBP(i,j); 
            end 
        end 
    end 
end 
!

!


